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Abstract 

A physical scale model of a vertical tabular conductor (6.3E4 S/m) placed in a conductive 

(9.93 S/m) and resistive (air) host was surveyed by a moving-source (I -5-cm diameter 

transmitter), and a fixed-source (1-m square transmitter) device. Nine transmitter 

frequencies and five target depths were used for both devices. Argand diagrams of 

conductive host data showed unexpected second dispersions for both devices. These 

dispersions began at 40 and 4 lcHz for the moving- and fixed-source devices respectively. 

The ratio of the target's conductive host response to its free-space response was as great 

as 6.0 for the fixed-source, and 1.3 for the moving-source system. Contrary to published 

results, these ratios decreased with depth for the fixed-source transmitter. Differences in 

transmitter size and geometry and the conductivity contrast between the host and target 

are thought to be the cause of the unexpected and unpredicted behavior. 
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1 Introduction 

Electromagnetic prospecting devices are classified by the type of source or by the type of 

data they record. Sources can be either moving or fixed, and the data can be collected in 

either the time- or frequency-domain. Comparison of s w e y s  performed over the same 

target using different electromagnetic prospecting methods shows that geological 

interpretations and calculations of electromagnetic properties often depend on the device 

used (Macnae and Walker, 1981; Pitcher, 1985; Duckworth and Oweill, 1992). Why 

different devices should result in different interpretations of the same target is a question 

that has received very little attention in the literature. To understand this apparent 

inconsistency, the responses of two commonly used fkequency-domain devices to the 

same target were compared using physical scale modeling. The horizontal coplanar 

movins-source system and a Turam-type fixed-source device were compared. The rest of 

this discussion will be limited to frequency-domain systems. 

Physical scale modeling provides a means of simulating large-scale electromagnetic 

systems exactly in a laboratory setting. The act of scaling the linear dimensions of a 

system requires that the ftequencies and electromagnetic parameters be scaled as well. 

Sinclair (1 948) and Spies (1 976) have derived the relationships between model and full- 

scale electromagnetic parameters. The condition for equivalence in the present study, 

was that the dimensionless product of conductik-ity, o, magnetic permeability, p, angular 

frequency of the transmitter, a, and a squared dimension of length, L~ be the same for 

both systems. Algebraically, the equivaIence condition for wo systems (denoted by the 

subscripts 1 and 2) is expressed as 

Equation 1-1 



In this study, the moving-source system was the horizontal coplanar coil system where 

one coil was a source, the other a receiver. The fixed-source system was a large, square, 

horizontal loop that was coplanar with a small horizontal coil receiver. The target was a 

vertical tabular conductor immersed in either a fiee-space or conductive host. The 

conductive host was modeled by a brine solution that was several orders of magnitude 

less conductive than the target. The transmitter and receiver coils were placed in air at a 

height t above the surface of the host. The air layer between the coils and the host 

represents a resistive overburden. By varying the depth, D, of the target and the 

fiequency of the source field, different hll-scale conditions were modeled according to 

Equation 1 - 1. A diagram of the target system is shown in Figure I - 1. 

Ground Level 

Resistive Overburden t 

Host (Resistive or Conductive) D - 
Target 

=,>=. I 
Figure 1-1: The host was either resistive or conductive with a resistive overburden of 

thickness t. The target was tabular buried to a depth D under the surface of the host. 

The conductivity of the target was several orders of magnitude larger than that of the 

conduerive host. 



Interpretations made fiom data fiom early inductive devices assumed that the effects due 

to a resistive host could be ignored. In reality, there are significant changes in the target's 

response when the effects of even slightly conductive hosts and overburdens are present. 

To improve the understanding of these situations, Lowrie and West (1965) used physical 

scale model studies to determine the effects of a conductive overburden on the response 

of a horizontal coplanar loop device. Their results showed that when the fiee-space 

assumption was used, targets beneath (but not in contact with) a conductive overburden 

appeared to be deeper, and better conductors than they really were. 

PhysicaI scale modeling of the effects of a conducting host on moving-source systems 

was also performed by Guptasarrna and Maru (1 97 I), Gaur et al. (1 972), and Verma and 

Gaur, (1975). These authors demonstrated that a target in a conductive host responded 

more strongly, and possibly with a differently shaped profile, than the same target in fiee- 

space. It was found that the conductive host also caused a change in the phase of the 

anomaly. Attenuations due to the electromagnetic fields passing through the host were 

observed, but the effect was usually small relative to the anomaly enhancements. The 

anomaly enhancements were attributed to induced currents in the host taking the path of 

least resistance through the more conductive target. This tendency for host currents to 

'channel' through the target was tenned 'current gathering'. 

Hameson and West (1 984) used numerical models of moving-source systems in 

conductive host environments to investigate the effect of increasing host conductivity . 

They found that both current gathering and attenuation effects were always present, but 

that the current gathering effects dominated over attenuation when the host conductivity 

was low. The initial result of an increase in host conductivity was a slight counter 

clockwise phase rotation of the anomaly accompanied by a slight enhancement of the 

anomaly amplitude. Further increases resulted in clockwise phase rotations and larger 

amplitude enhancements. Amplitude attenuation was noted at the highest conductivities 

considered, while the phase rotations continued in the clockwise direction. 



Lajoie and West (1976) studied fixed-source devices in conductive host environments 

using numerical models. They predicted phase rotation and attenuation due to the host 

overlying the target, as well as current gathering related anomaly enhancements due to 

the conductive host surrounding the target. Physical scale modeling results indicate that 

the enhancement due to current gathering might be larger than predicted by the numerical 

models (Duckworth and ONeill, 1989). However, the theoretical model assumed a thin 

conductor ('thin' means that only the product of conductivity and thickness is necessary to 

classify the conductor), and the targets used in the physical scale model study did not 

necessarily behave as thin conductors. 

Each of the studies mentioned above has been dedicated to  a single type of device. 

Lowrie and West (1965), Guptasarma and Maru (1971), and Hanneson and West (1984) 

focused on the horizontal coplanar moving-source device. Gaur et al. (1972), and Verma 

and Gaur (1 975) compared different coil configurations of moving-source devices. 

Lajoie and West (1 976), and Duckworth and O'Neill(1989) focused on the fixed-source 

device, and Duckworth and OWeill(1992) compared two methods of operation for a 

fixed-source device. Very few direct comparisons of moving-source and fixed-source 

devices have been published. This purpose of this study was to investigate the relative 

effects that a conductive host environment has on the results of moving-source and fixed- 

source frequency-domain electromagnetic prospecting devices. 

Chapter 7 was included to document an unsuccessfbl attempt to reproduce published 

results for a conductive sphere in fiee-space when surveyed by a vertical coaxial moving- 

source system. 



2 Relevant Electromaenetic Theorv 

In this section, the theory related to electromagnetic physical scale modeling is presented. 

The equivalence condition for electromagnetic physical scale modeling is derived from 

Maxwell's equations, the theoretical definition of 'skin depth' is provided, and brief 

discussion of electromagnetic induction as it applies to geophysical systems is also 

included. 

2.1 Scaling Theory 

There are two types of physical scale modeling, geometrical, and absolute. Geometric 

models simulate the spatial manifestations, but not the power levels, of the 

eIectromagnetic fields and may be used when the properties to be studied can be 

expressed in a dimensionless form. The amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields do 

not need to be scaled for geometric models. Absolute models are used when the 

quantities to be measured are not dimensionless, so the amplitudes of the fields must be 

scaled as well as the dimensions, time, and electromagnetic properties of the model 

materials. The theory of absolute and geometric physical scale modeling was presented 

by Sinctair (1948), who derived the theory and discussed the limitations imposed on 

physical scale modeling due to the finite selection of modeling materials. Ward (1967): 

and Frischknecht (1 988), generalized this theory for systems where displacement currents 

may be neglected, and showed that in such cases the condition for geometric modeling 

was satisfied if a quantity called the induction number was invariant with a change of 

scale between two systems. Ward and Frischknecht defined the induction number as the 

dimensionless product of C~L', where o, p, and L are the conductivity, magnetic 

permeability, and a significant, though arbitraxy, linear dimension of the system under 

consideration, and o is the angular fkequency of the primary field. The theory of 



electromagnetic physical scale modeling which follows is based on the work of Sinclair, 

Ward, and Frischknecht. 

Ef System 1 is a fbll-scale system consisting of materials that are linear (i-e. constant in 

time) in conductivity, magnetic permeability, and electric permittivity, then Maxwell' s 

equations (Equations 2-1 to 2-4) describe the behavior of the electromagnetic fields 

within the system. It is assumed that there are no isolated charges within the system. 

MaxwelI' s Eauations for Svstem 1 : 

Equation 2-1 

Equation 2-2 

V,-H, = O  Equation 2-3 

V, - E l  = O  Equation - 4  

h the above equations, E 1 and HI are the electric and magnetic field vectors, and ol, p I ,  

and €1 are the conductivity, magnetic permeability, a .  electric permittivity of a given 

material, and V1 is the gradient operator in tenns of the Cartesian coordinates of System 

1. The aim of physical scale modeling is to model the full-scale system (System 1) with a 

smaller version (System 2) in such a way that the two systems are electromagnetically 

identical. If the linear dimensions, times, and eIectromagnetic vectors of Systems 1 and 2 

are scaled by way of the following equations, then it is possible to calculate scaling 

factors,p, q, a, and b for System 2 that will make the two systems electromagnetically 

identical (Sinclair, 1948). 



X, = px2 Equation 2-5 

Equation 2-6 

Equation 2-7 

Equation 2-8 

Equation 

Equation 2- 1 0 

To determine the relationships beween the electromagnetic parameters and fkequencies 

of Systems 1 and 2, Equations 2-1 1 and 2-12 (Maxwell's equations for System 2) must be 

written in terms of El, HI, tl, and the Cartesian coordinates of System 1 .  

Maxwell's Eauations for Svstem 2: 

3H2 V2xE2 =-H- 
at, 

Equation 2-1 1 

Equation 2-12 

Equation 2-13 

Equation 2-14 

It is shown in Appendix A that V, x V = pVl x V , and that ZV/h, = q aV/Ztl , so that 

substitution of Equations 2-5 to 2- 10 into Equations 2-1 1 and 2-12 will produce the 

following equations for System 2 in terms of El and HI: 



Equarion 2- 15 

Equation 2- I6 

Comparison of Equations 2-1 5 and 2-16 with Equations 2-1 and 2-2, provides the 

constraints that must be placed on the conductivity, magnetic permeability, and electric 

permittivity for electromagnetic equivalence of the two systems as follows: 

Equation 2-18 

aP g2 = E ,  Equation 2-19 
b9 

It is important to note that Equations 2-17,t-18, and 2-19 must hold for all materials in 

the system. Sinclair (1 948) notes that air in the full-scale system, is most effectively 

modeled by air in the model, so that for these regions, pl=pz, and &I=&> Since Equations 

2- 1 8 and 2- 19 must hold for all regions in the model, the constants of proportionality 

which relate the full-scale and model magnetic permeabilities and electric pexmittivities 

to one another must be unity. These conditions are expressed in Equations 2-20 and 2- 

21. 



Equation 2-21 

Equations 2-20 and 2-21 require that 

and 

Equation 2-22 

Equation 2-23 

so that the conditions for electromagnetic equivalence become: 

0' = pa ,  Equation 2-24 

Equation 2-25 

&, = E* Equation 2-26 

The electrical parameters of the model materials are related to the full-scale parameters 

by Equations 2- 17 through 2- 19 for a general system, or Equations 2-24 through 2-26 for 

a system where air is modeled by air. For a geometric model, the amplitudes of the 

electric and magnetic fields do not need to be scaled, so a specific value for a does not 

need to be used, provided Equation 2-22 is satisfied. In this study, all the data are in the 

form of percentages, so a geometric model is s a c i e n t .  

Frischbecht (1988) further simplified these conditions by neglecting displacement 

currents, and therefore any conditions relating to electric permittivity. Under these 

conditions, the relationship between model and full-scale conductivity is given by 



2 
- P or -- a, Equation 2-2 7 

4 

By substituting relationships fiom Equations 2-5 to 2-1 0 in to Equation 2-27, and letting 

L, represent a dimension of length in System n, Equation 2-27 may be written in 

induction number form as 

Equation 2-28 

Where the magnetic permeability has been re-introduced as a formality, though for most 

modeling materials that are suitable for physical scale modeling, p+p2zpo, and the 

magnetic permeabilities will cancel. 

The condition given by Equation 2-28 is all that is required for equivalence using 

geometric modeling provided that everywhere p=po, and on is low enough that 

displacement currents may be neglected. If quantities that are not dimensionless (e-g. 

impedance) are to be studied, scaling relationships for voltages, currents, and current 

densities must also be considered (Frischknecht, 1988; Spies, 1976). 

It is noteworthy that Equation 2-28 may also be derived by scaling the skin depths' of the 

materials in the same way that other model lengths are scaled (see Appendix B). 

1 The skin depth of a material is calculated fiom the following foxmula and has dimensions of 

length: b = JG, where a is conductivity, p is magnetic permeability, and o is the anangular 

frequency of the impinging field- A derivation and discussion of the physical significance of the skin depth 

will be presented in Section 2.2. 



Bosschart (1964) defined a thin conductor as one for which the conductance 

(conductivity-thickness product) was d l  that needed to be scaled for electromagnetic 

equivalence. Therefore, for thin conductors, the equivalence condition for geometric 

modeling becomes 

Equation 2-29 

where TI and Tt are the thicknesses of the conductors. This implies that only the product 

of conductivity and thickness can be determined fkom the response of a thin conductor. 

There are limits beyond which targets with identical conductances will not produce 

identical responses, and in these cases it may be possible to determine the conductivity 

and thickness independently (Hedstrom and Parasnis, 1 95 8). in practice, Bosschart's thin 

conductor dehition will be met if there is a linear variation of the in-phase to quadrature 

ratio with response parameter (see Section 2.3). 

At the frequencies that were used in this study, the target could not always be considered 

'thin', but the deviation from the thin conductor approximation does not affect the results 

since the purpose was to compare the responses of moving-source systems to fixed- 

source systems over the same target. The target may stop responding as a thin conductor 

at different fkequencies for each device because the geometry of the transmitted fields is 

different. Deviations fiom a 'thin' target have to be considered if the final anomaly index 

diagrams (Figures 5-2,5-4'5-7 and 5-8) are to be used for interpreting field data. Tables 

2- 1 and 2-2 give the skin depths for the modeling materials, graphite and brine, used to 

simulate the target and host respectively. The fiequencies shown are those used in the 

physical model studies. In general, the shorter the skin depth with respect to the 

dimensions of the body, the more effect an electromagnetic field will have on that body. 

The theoretical derivation of the skin depth is given in the next section. 



Tabe 2-1 : Skin depths for graphite at model frequencies (conducriviry of the graphite: 

6.3E+04 S/m, thickness of the target: 1.45 cm) 

Frequency 
CkHz) 

1 
2 
4 
10 
20 
40 
100 
200 
400 

Skin Depth 
(m) 

6.34E-02 
4.48E-02 
3 - 17E-02 
2.01E-02 
1.42E-02 
1 -00E-02 
6.34E-03 
3.48E-03 
3.17E-03 

Table 2-2: Skin Depths for brine at model freguencies (conductivity of the brine: 9.93 

Frequency I Skin Depth 

2.2 Skin Deptb 

The skin depth of a material is defined as the depth at which the amplitude of a plane 

electromagnetic wave incident upon the planar surface of a conductive medium is 

attenuated by a factor of l /e .  The following discussion of skin depth is based on the 

presentations by Lorrain, Corson, and Lorrain (1988), Grant and West (1 965), and Keller 



The amplitude of a harmonically oscillating plane wave is described in phasor notation 

by 

where F,, is the maximum amplitude of the wave, o is the angular frequency of the 

wave, t is time, k is the wave number, and z is the axis of propagation- The wave number 

is defined as 2 d k  where is the wavelength of the wave. 

For a plane electromagnetic wave in a conducting medium, the wave number is complex 

k = p - i a  Equation 2-3 1 

and Equation 2-30 becomes 

Equation 2-32 

The term e-= causes attenuation of the amplitude with distance z. By definition, the skin 

depth is the depth at which the amplitude has been attenuated by I/e: so 6=z when -1, 

or 

&=l/a. Equation 6-33 

To represent a in terms of frequency, conductivity, magnetic permeability, and electric 

permittivity, it is necessary to derive the electromagnetic wave equation from Maxwell's 

equations. 

Equation 2-1 relates the curl of the E vector to the time derivative of the H vector, and 

Equation 2-2 relates the curl of the H vector to the E vector and its time derivative. 

Using the vector relationship 



(for rectangular coordinates), where 

Equation 2-34 

Equation 2-35 

and i; is the unit vector in the nth direction. Equations 2- 1 to 2 4  yield the following 

equations: 

and 

I f  we consider only sinusoidaIIy varying fields of the form 

Equarion 2-34 

Equarion 2-3 7 

Equation 2-38 



where E, and & are amplitudes of the fields at t = 0, then the time derivative becomes 

and Equations 2-36 and 2-37 may be written as 

and 

Equation 2-39 

Equation 2-40 

Equation 2-41 

For Equation 2-30 to be a solution for E or H above, then the wave number k, is 

determined by calculating v'F and comparing the result to Equation 2-40 or 2-41. The 

Cartesian components of V'F are 

and 

where the x and y components become zero because the wave is traveling in the z 

direction only. By comparison, the square of the wave number is found to be 

k' = &pmZ - i o p o .  Equation 2-43 



At this point it is convenient to make some assumptions about the relative magnitudes of 

the real and imaginary terms in Equation 2-43. In fkee-space, the conductivity is zero and 

the wave number is completely real (a= 0) and given by 

Equarion 2-44 

Substitution of a real wave number into Equation 2-32 eliminates the attenuation term, so 

electromagnetic waves traveling in free-space experience no attenuation. In a conductor 

at low fkequencies (fiequencies having periods much longer than the relaxation time ( E / G )  

of the atoms) the imaginary term of Equation 2-43 dominates and the wave number is the 

complex h c t i o n  

Equarion 2-45 

In terns of the conductivity, magnetic permeability, and frequency, the skin depth 

(Equation 2-33) becomes 

Equation 2-46 

With attenuation comes phase rotation. Next it will be shown that the phase rotation at 

one skin depth is equal to (112~) radians- 

The spatial wavelength of the uniform planar field is related to the p-term as follows: 

Since eie is a periodic fimction, 



Equation 2-4 7 

By definition, the wavelength, A, equals the difference between 2 2  and 21, so 

Equation 2-48 

Since is the distance over which the phase rotates by 2n, and, in this case, a= P, then 

the phase rotation at one skin depth will be 82 = 1/(2x) radians. 

2.3 -4 Simple Model of Electromagnetic Induction 

A simple model that demonstrates the important characteristics of electromagnetic 

induction is shown in Figure 2-1. The model consists of two horizontal coplanar 

conductive loops that represent the transmitter and the receiver, and a third, vertical 

conducting loop that represents the target conductor. The following discussion is based 

on the presentation by Grant and West (1965). The transmitter, receiver, and target 

properties will be denoted by the subscripts Tx, Rr, and Trg respectively. The transmitter 

and target loops are closed circuits around which current can flow, and the receiver is an 

open circuit that does not pexmit current to flow. The transmitter generates a changing 

magnetic field (the primary field) that causes electric potentials (emfs) in the target and 

receiver circuits. The emf induced in the target causes current to flow in the target, which 

in turn generates a secondary magnetic field. The resultant emf due to the transmitter and 

the target is measured at the receiver circuit. R and L give the resistance and self- 

inductance of the target respectively. Mu gives the mutual inductance between any two 

coils, where i and j are two of the three circuit labels. For any pair of circuits, Mv is 

dependent only on the geometry of the two circuits, and M, = M,i. In general, this is true 

for any pair of components of an inductively coupled system. 



Figure 2-1: The three circuit model for electromagnetic induction. The transmitter, f i  

and target Trg. are closed single coils. The receiver. Rs, is an open single coil. Ihe 

target has a self-inductance L. and a resistance R. 

I f  the current in the transmitter is ~=Irxoeia: then by Faraday's law, the emfs induced in 

the receiver and target circuits due to the current in the transmitter circuit are given by 

and 

&iq = -i @MT, lTK .cia 
Equation 2-50 

The target circuit also experiences an emf due to its resistivity and self-inductance which 

is given by 

Equation 2-31 

The total emf in the target circuit must be zero because it is a closed circuit, this gives 

Equation 2-52. 

Equation 2-52 



The above equation can be solved for the target current that is required in order to 

calculate the secondary fields at the receiver: 

- - -  id(^ - id) 

The secondary emf due to the target at the receiver is given by 

Equation 2-53 

Equation 2-54 

Secondary fields are usually normalized to the primary field, so that the electromagnetic 

response has the form 

Equation 2-55 

Substitution of the expression for the target current (Equation 2-53) results in 



Equation 2-56 

where 

Equation 2-56 has two distinct parts, the first part, Mfi T e  Mng RK is only dependent on 
M T x R x L  

the geometry and the size of the three loops (or components of an inductively coupled 

a' + ia 
system). The second part, is called the response function. The response 

1+a2 

function is dependent on the fiequency of the transmitter and on the electromagnetic 

parameters of the target. The parameter a is called the response parameter. The 

behavior of the response function is of interest because it contains the infomation about 

the electromagnetic properties of the target. Figure 2-2 shows a plot of the response 

function. In the limit as a goes to zero (the resistive limit), the response function 

ELp.d.rY) 

becomes icz , SO that Ermrv) is completely imaginary. As a goes to infinity (the 

Ej*o.da~) 

inductive limit), the response h c t i o n  asymptotes to 1, and tMwj is purely real. The 
E R ~  

real to imaginary ratio for the three-circuit model is equal to Q, which is a measure of the 

ratio of the self-inductance and resistance of the target. Because a is directly 

proportional to the fiequency, there is a linear relationship between the real to imaginary 

ratio and frequency. Bosschart (1964) used this relationship as a practical definition of 

'thin' conductor behavior. 



Response Fundon for me Simple Induction Model 
1; r 
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Figure 2-2: The in-phase and quadrature components of the response function of the 

simple induction model. 

The real and imaginary components of a response are also referred to as the in-phase and 

quadrature components of the response. The latter terminology will be used throughout 

this thesis. 

The phase of the target circuit's response is 

imaginary component 
phase = arctan 

real component 1 Equation 2-57 

As a goes to zero the phase goes to 90 degrees and as a goes to infinity, the phase goes 

to 180 degrees. It is important to note that the in-phase (real) and quadrature (imaginary) 



currents in this example were conhed to the same location in space since the target was 

modeled as a two dimensional loop. This is not necessarily true for three-dimensional 

conductors. There are two complications that arise fiom having in-phase and quadrature 

currents in different locations. The first is that for dipping targets, the in-phase and 

quadrature anomalies may be laterally displaced fkom one another so that the complex 

number that is assigned to such an anomaly may be due to an in-phase response at one 

location and a quadrature response at another location. The second complication is due 

to the different distances between the receiver and the source of the in-phase and 

quadrature currents. The fields fiom the nearer current will decay at a greater rate than 

those from the farther current so that only an apparent in-phase to quadrature ratio can be 

measured at the receiver. This also implies that measured phases are not the true phases 

of the target current. For this study, all amplitudes, phases, and complex components 

were derived using right-hand-triangle trigonometry as shown on Figure 2-3 

I Real or In-Phase Axis 
I 

I 

Figure 2-3: Definition of amplitude, phare, and complex components (in-phase and 

quadrature) as used in rhe present study. 



3 Phvsical Scale Modeline Facilitv and Procedures 

The goal of this thesis was to compare the responses of the moving-source device to 

those of the fixed-source device over the same target. The target system consisted of a 

vertical tabuiar conductor (graphite, dimensions 1.5 x 20 x 98.5 cm, conductivity 

6.3ElWS S/m), in a host material. The host material was either fiee-space (air) or 

conductive (brine solution, dimensions 6 x 3 x 1 -2 m, conductivity 9.93 S/m). For each 

system-host pair, sinusoidal signals of nine different frequencies (f = 1,2,4, 10,20,40, 

100,200, and 400 kHz), and five different target depths @ = 1,2,3,4, and 5 cm) were 

used to obtain a suite of anomalies representing different electromagnetic systems. 

3.1 Data Acquisition 

A Hewlett Packard 3325A function generator controlled the transmitter signal and a 400 

MHz Tektronix TDS 430A two channel digitizing oscilloscope was used to record the 

pre-amplified receiver signals. The horizontal and vertical location of the transmitter and 

receiver coils was controlled by a set of motorized beams and supports. A Quick BASIC 

program on a personal computer controlled the whole system. The program allowed the 

operator to select the survey type, operating frequency, and survey parameters. The 

program prompted the operator to select one of four survey types. For this study only 

two surveys were considered, a finite-separation moving-source system (the horizontal 

coplanar system), and the conventional fixed-source survey where the receiver traverse 

was perpendicular to the front edge of the transmitter. The other systems that could be 

modeled were a coincident coil moving-source device and a fixed-source device where 

the receiver traverse was parallel to the front edge of the transmitter. The operator 

controlled the transmitter fiequency, the number of points for the oscilloscope to store 

(record length), and the number of readings for the oscilloscope to average together for 



each stored point. The program provided a number of possible record lengths, and 

assigned (rather than calculated) a waveform sampling rate. The waveform-sampling rate 

was chosen so that there were an integral number of waveforms per record. After the 

data were transferred back to the computer, the oscilloscope record was broken into 

waveform-length sections that were summed together and divided by the number of 

waveforms in the sum. The result was one average waveform from which the in-phase 

and quadrature components of the anomaly could be obtained. For this study, nine 

frequencies in the range 1 kHz to 400 kHz were used and the sampling rates and number 

of waveforms per record are summarized in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1: Integral number of waveforms for a IS000-point oscillascope record 

The resultant waveforms from the receiver that were acquired by the oscilloscope were 

transferred to the program where the in-phase and quadrature responses of the target- 

system were calculated by Fourier decomposition. This was accomplished by choosing a 

set of angles fiom O0 to 360" that were assigned to each point on the waveform. The in- 

phase component was then just the product of the cosine of the corresponding angle and 

the corresponding point on the waveform. The quadrature component was given by the 

product of the sine of the corresponding angle and corresponding point on the waveform. 

Number of Waveforms Per 
Record 

30 
30 
60 
30 
30 
60 
30 
30 

Frequency 
(kHz) 

1 
2 
4 
10 
20 
40 
100 
200 

Number of Points Per 
Waveform 

500 
500 
250 
500 
500 
250 
500 
500 

400 250 60 



This process separated the waveform into two components that were ninety degrees out 

of phase with one another, the in-phase and quadrature components. 

For the moving-source system, the primary field is constant at the receiver because the 

transmitter-receiver separation was constant. This allowed for the primary field to be 

automatically subtracted fiom the measured resultant fieid leaving the secondary field. 

This was done after the data were colfected, by subtracting the in-phase primary field 

reference signal from the resultant in-phase components. Moving-source data files 

included the in-phase and quadrature secondary field responses as well as the primary in- 

phase reference. The secondary field components were expressed as a percentage of the 

reference signal. 

The fixed-source data files contained the raw amplitude and phase measurements of the 

resultant field. It was not possible to convert the fixed-source data fkom resultant to 

secondary fields as the survey progressed because, unlike the moving-source system, the 

primary field was not constant throughout the survey. For the fixed-source surveys, a 

reference signal was not required (instead a separate primary field file was recorded) and 

the amplitude and phase were calculated fiom the in-phase and quadrature values via 

Arnplilude = ,,/(In - + (Quadrarurey 
and 

Quadrature 
Phuse = arctan 

In - Phase 

Equation 3-1 

Equarion 3-2 

A description of the moving- and fixed-source data processing procedures can be found 

in Chapter 4. 

More detailed information about this modeling facility may be found in the following 

Masters theses: Bays (1982), Cummins (1986), and O'NeiU (1989). 



3.2 System Stability Testing 

To test the stability of the electronics system, the fixed-source system's receiver was set 

at 5 1.5 cm fkom the transmitter and five sets of 200 amplitude and phase reading were 

taken. Two sets of tests were performed, one at 400 lcHz and one at 1 kHz. The time for 

200 readings was about 20 minutes at 400 W, and about 30 minutes at 1 kHz, The 1 

and 400 kHz tests were performed on different days, and were started as soon as possible 

after the system was turned on- The start and finish times of each 200-point data set were 

recorded to provide an estimate of the stabilization time required. The change in 

response with time was attributed to the warming up of the electronic equipment. Plots 

of the amplitude and phase as a firnction of time are provided in Figures 3-1 to 3-4 (note 

the different vertical scales). The system drift was dehed  as the difference between the 

first and last amplitude of a straight line fit through the 200-point data set, expressed as a 

percentage of the first amplitude on the line. Tables 3-2 to 3-5 summarize the results, but 

it is worth noting that even if no warm-up time was allowed, the system drift over the 

course of a 200 point survey could be confined to less than 2% of the recorded amplitude. 

Since a11 the data in this study were collected after the system had warmed-up for an 

hour, the effect of a system drift was less than 0.2% of the recorded amplitude. This error 

was further reduced because the anomaly occurred over approximately one third of the 

survey. Errors related to system drift were negligible when compared to the magnitudes 

of the anomalies for both moving- and fixed-source data sets. 

The phase data for these tests is shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-4. The phase was observed 

to be sporadic for 400 kHz until 90 minutes after the system was turned on. At 1 kHz, 

the phase was more consistent with time. Neither frequency showed the theoretically 

expected zero-phase, though the phases for both frequencies were less than one degree. 

In a true fiee-space, all that the receiver should measure is the primary field and since the 

primary field is the phase reference, all measured phases should, theoretically, be zero. 



These phases were measured in the lab rather than a true fiee-space, so non-zero phase 

readings may be due to materials in the floor, or other laboratory equipment. 

Free-Space Amplitude versus Xme at 400 kHz 

Recorded Data 
Linear Interpolation 

0.49 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Tme (Minutes alter start of system) 

Figure 3-1 : Free-space amplitude versus time at 400 H z .  The decrease in the linear 

interpolated line from the starf to fin bh is expressed as a percentage of the first poinr in 

the window. 



Free-Space Phases versus lime at 400 kHz 

Recorded Data 
Average 

0 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Time (Minutes after start of system) 

Figure 3-2: Free-space phases versus time at 400 kH2. n e  solid lines indicate the 

average value of the phase for each time window. Each time window is labeled with the 

numen'cal average. 



Free-Space Amplitude versus Tme at 1 kHz 

Recorded Data 
Linear Interpolation 

0.0163 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 1 40 160 180 

time (Minutes after staft of system) 

Figure 3-3: Free-space amplitude versus time at I Hz. The decrease in the linear 

inrerpolated line fiom the start to the finish is expressed as a percentage of the first point 

in the window. 



Free-Space Phases versus Time at 1 kHz 
1 - 

Recorded Data 
Average 

0 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 

Time (Minutes after start of system) 

Figure 3-4: Free-space phases versus time at 1 kHz. 711e solid lines indicate the average 

value of rhe phase for each time window. Each time window is labeled with the 

n urn erical average. 



Table 3-2: Amplitude stability tests ar 400 kHz in fiee-space. 

Table 3-3: Amplitude stability test at I H z  in pee-space. 

Time Window 
i (minutes)' 

4-24 

Decrease in amplitude . 
(%) 

0.9962 

Table 3-4: Phase szability tests at 400 kHz in pee-space. 

Time Window 

Data is not available due to operator error 

Decrease in amplitude 

Table 3-5: Phase stability tests at I k-Hr in fiee-space 

48-69 
I 71-91 

92-1 14 

Time Window 
(minutes)' 

4-24 

1 Time Window I Average Phase 1 

0.1248 
0.0523 I I 

0.0333 1 

(minutes)' (%i9 
3-36 I 1.6179 

Average Phase I 

IDegrees/Standard Deviation) 
0.5573/0.0680 

j 

1 (rninu tes)' 1 (~egreedstarhxd Deviation) 
1 3-36 f 0.6617/0.0736 

3 8-7 1 
72- 105 
108-141 
142-176 

Data is not available due to operator error. 

the system was w e d  on at zero minutes 

0.2834 1 
0.1 127 

i 
0.0420 
0.03 12 J 

. . 
a straight h e  was fit through each of the 200 point data sets and the percentage indicates the drop in 

amplitude fiorn the smrt of the line to the end of the Line with respect to the fust point on the line. 



3.3 Target Positioning 

Accurate positioning of the target, transmitter, and receiver is very important. Free-space 

models were easier to build than models involving the conductive host because in free- 

space, it was possible to get close enough to the system to make measurements to within 

a tenth of a millimeter. To position the fiee-space target it was clamped to a wooden 

suppoa and a ruler was taped to the top of the target. The coih were brought close to ttus 

ruler and the height of the target support was adjusted. A level was used to ensure the 

target was horizontal along its length and width, also ensuring the target was vertical. 

Errors in target positioning were larger when the target was immersed in the brine 

solution because the measurements had to be made at a distance of 1.5 m. In the 

conductive host environment the depth to target errors were minimized by using a 

measuring stick that rested on the target support platform near the side of the tank (Figure 

3-5). The measuring stick was held upright by a loose loop attached to a horizontal beam 

that allowed it to slide up and down fkeely. To obtain the zero depth position, the target 

was lowered until the top of the target was even with the surface of the water, and a mark 

was made on the measuring stick at the point where it rested against the horizontal beam. 

Prior to this, the target was leveled by adjusting a set of four screws on the comers of the 

target platform using the surface of the tank as a reference. The desired depths were 

measured and marked on the stick so that they could be used to lower the target to the 

proper depth. This method of target depth placement relied on accurate measurements of 

the height of the water in the tank. 



Reference Marks 

To target 

Figure 3-5: nte measun-ng stick apparatus used ro set the target depth in the conductive 

host. nte reference marks were spaced I em apart starting at 0 cm. The 0 cm position 

corresponded to the top of the target being [eve[ with the su$ace of the host. Target 

depth was ser by lining a reference mark up with the top of the stationary crossbeam. 

3.4 Preparation of the Brine Solution 

The tank of brine had a large sUTface area, and each day enough water evaporated to 

lower the tank level by one or two millimeters. A hose was used to fill the tank up to a 

level that was marked on a small stick hanging f?om the fixed transmitter. The water 

level was difficult to measure because there was a meniscus around the measuring device 

of about one-millimeter. Adjustments of the water level were also complicated by the 

fact that the water expanded as it warmed to room temperature. An accurate 

measurement of the water level was important because water level differences of less 

than one millimeter were shown to affect the recorded data'. Most of this effect was 

A survey done at the end of one day was repeated early the next without the water level being adjusted. 

The difference between the two resultant field profrles clearly indicated the target's Iocation. This 

indicated that a small difference in the volume of the conductive host could have measurable effects on the 



likely due to the difference the water level made on the height of the coils above it, but 

some of the effect may have been due to the change in conductivity because of the 

change in concentration of the brine. 

The addition of fiesh water and the tendency of the brine to concentrate at the bottom of 

the tank meant that the solution had to be mixed thoroughly each day. This was 

accomplished by attaching a trolling motor to the side of the tank. For consistency, the 

tank was stirred for 10 minutes at a high setting and then let to sit for an hour before 

measurements were taken, 

3.5 Measuring the Conductivity of the Brine Solution 

The conductivity of the brine solution was measured with a conductivity cell. The cell 

consisted of a small rectangular plastic tank with graphite electrodes at either end. These 

electrodes provided laminar current flow through any material placed in the tank. The 

tank was partially filled with the solution so that the cross-sectional area of the brine 

conductor was 4.1 x 8.1 cm. Non-polarizing electrodes were used to measure the 

potential between two points in the solution. Two different potential electrode 

separations were used, 19.7 cm and 10.0 cm. Graphite current electrodes at either end of 

the tank supplied a current. For currents of 5 1 -59 rnA, and 5 1 -56 mA respectively, the 

measured voltages were 0.3067 V and 0.1569 V. If there is laminar flow through a 

material of constant cross-section, and the potential across a certain length of the 

materials measured, then the conductivity of the material is given by the following 

equation 

response of the target, otherwise the aforementioned surveys should have been identical and their 

difference would have been uniformly zero. 



length(meters) conductivity(Siernens/meter) = x current(Amperes) 
cross - sectionalarea(meters2) potential(Vo1ts) 

Using the above equation the conductivities were calculated to be 9.98 S/m and 9.90 S/m, 

for an average tank conductivity of 9.93 S/m. These values were in excellent agreement 

with earlier work (Duckworth and O'Neill, 1989) 

3.6 Modeling Procedures 

For the purposes of this study, the height of the transmitter and receiver above the host 

remained constant at 1.8 cm for both devices. The height of the small coils was measured 

fiom an annular ring marked around the coil's copper shield to the surface of the host, 

and the height of the fixed loop transmitter was measured fkom the windings to the 

surface (Figure 3 -6). 

3.6.1 Moving-Source Surveys 

Figure 3-7 is a diagram of the model moving-source system. The transmitter and receiver 

were 1 -5-cm diameter multi-- ferrite-cored coils shielded fiorn capacitative effects by 

a grounded copper shield. The coils were mounted on a rigid support that allowed the 

coil separations and orientations to be set manually. The coil separation was set to 20 cm 

from centre to centre for all surveys. Figure 3-8 is a diagram of a model moving-source 

s w e y .  The model was placed in a central location along a 1-m long traverse. The 

resultant field at the receiver was measured at 200 stations with a station spacing of 0.5 

cm. The measurement was allocated to the point midway between the transmitter and the 

receiver. 



Moving-Source 

Transmitter Receiver 

* : 

! t = Height = 1.8 crn Overburden (air) . 

Host (air or brine) 
A 

D = Depth = 1,2,3,4, or 5 crn 
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Transm itter Windings 
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w 

Figure 3-6: Height measurements. The height of the smnN coils was measured fiom an 

annular ring marked around the coil's copper shield to the surface of the host, and the 

height of the fired loop transmitter was measuredfiom the wire windings to the su$ace 

as shown. 



Figure 3-7: ZXe model moving-source system consirts of 1.5 em diameter multi-turn 

fernere-cored coils shieldedfrom capacitative ef icts  by n grounded copper shield. 

20cm --, 
TX RX Survey Line 

n 
w I\ I A 1 

Station spacing = 0.5 cm 
Diagram not to scale 

100 crn 

Figure 3-8: A model moving-source survey. 2Xe model wasplaced in n cenmal locarion 

along a I-rn long traverse. The resultant field at the receiver was measured at 200 

stations with a station spacing of 0.5 em. The measurement was allocated to the point 

midway between the transmitter and the receiver @oint 'o ' on the diagram). 



3.6.2 Fired-Source Surveys 

The model fixed-source system is shown in Figure 3-9. For this system, the same 

receiver was used as for the moving-source system, and the transmitter was a horizontal 

loop 1-m square. The larger transmitter was necessary because the small moving-source 

was not powerful enough to excite the target at the distances required. Also shown in 

Fi,gure 3-9 is a diagram of a model fked-source survey. The target was always placed in 

the same location, parallel to, and 60 cm away &om, the eont edge of the transmitter. 

The receiver sampled the fields along a line perpendicular to the fkont edge of the 

transmitter. The vertical components of the resultant fields (primary plus secondary) 

were measured at 200 stations, 0.5 cm apart, starting at 1 9 cm fkom the transmitter. 
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Figure 3-9: Kbe model fied-source system and survey. 7Ee same target and receiver 

were used here as for the moving-source device. T71e target was placed 60 cm fiom the 

front edge of the transmitter. The survey was 1 m long staning 19 cm from the fmnr edge 

of the transmitter. The venical field was sampled at two hundred stations 0.5 cm aparr. 



Chapter 4 

4 Data Processing 

This section describes the procedures used in assigning in-phase and quadrature anomaly 

values to the moving- and fixed-source data 

4.1 Moving-source Data 

Fi,gre 4- 1 shows typical in-phase and quadrature moving-source profiles, and the 

associated anomalies, for a tabular conductor in free-space (Figure 4-1 a) and in a 

conductive host environment (Figure 4- 1 b). Figure 4- 1 a and 4- 1 b are for the target at a 

depth of D = 1 cm, and a transmitter frequency off = 20 kHz. For moving-source 

systems the primary field is constant for each reading and deviations from the constant 

primary field are due to external sources. In fiee-space, the profiles tend towards zero 

percent as the distance fiom the target increases. When a condcctive host is present, the 

response has a finite non-zero value, which appears as a baseline shift for all profiles 

taken with the host in place. The baseline shifts due to the conductive host were 

measured in the absence of the target. In this study, moving-source anomalies were 

defined as the vertical magnitude (measured in percent) from the baseline to the data 

point directly over the target as shown by the vertical lines on Figure 4- 1. 

For the fkee-space host, the data point directly over the target was the total anomaly since 

the baseline was zero percent. The anomaly for the target in the conductive host was the 

sum of the magnitude of the host response (with the target removed) and the rnagninrde 

of the response directly over the target in the host. By convention, the measured in-phase 

and quadrature components are expressed as a percentage of the free-space primary field. 

Figure 4-2 shows the in-phase component of physical model data for the target at I -cm 

depth in a conductive host environment for the full range of model frequencies. The 
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Figure 4-1: Examples of moving-source in-phase and quadrature profiles and anomalies 

for f=20 kHz, D=I cm, and a coif separation of 20 cm. a) pee-space data, bj conductive 

host data. 

flanks of the 400 lcHz data cross over the lower frequency data. This indicates that there 

was a problem with the in-phase component of the 400 kHz background data. It appeared 

that the reference for the 400 kHz in-phase data was being reset before the survey began. 

This effect was repeatable on the modeling system used in this study. Tests on another 

modeling system that was controlled by a slightly different version of the Quick BASIC 

program did not show the same effect so a software problem is suspected. No obvious 

error was located, though there are several hundred lines of code in the program. The 

background reading is used to remove the vertical baseline shift due to the primary field. 

A better estimate of the 400 kHz host response was possible by extrapolation fiom the 
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Figure 4-2: In-Phase profiles collected over the target at I-cm depth in the conducrive 

host. Tlre flanks of the 400 Wiz data overlapped the lower frequency data indicating a 

problem with the fi-ee-space reference at that frequency. 

lower frequency host responses. Applying the extrapolated 400 1cHz background shift to 

the data results in a vertical shifr of the data, but since the baseline-to-peak magnitude 

does not change with vertical shifts, applying this correction to the data does not affect 

the magnitude or sign of the measured anomaly. However, it was the erroneous fkee- 

space reference that caused the problem, so all 400 kHz moving source data were 

normalized to the wrong reference, the magnitude of the error caused by this is unknown. 

The quadrature component profiles (Figure 4-3) did not have an unrealistic baseline shift. 
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Figure 4-3: Quadrature profiles collected over the target at I-cm depth in the condtrczive 

host. ZJieflanks of the 400 kHz dam initially overZap the Zowerji-equency data, but 

eventually rise above the lowerfi.equency dam at far o~setsf iom the target. 

4.2 Fixed-source Data 

Figures 4-4a and 4-4b provide an example of the fixed-source data acquired by the 

modeling system for the target at a depth D = 1 cm and a transmitter frequency off = 20 

kHz. The measured data included the resultant amplitude (Figure 4-4a) and phase 



profiles (Figure 4-4b) measured over the host and target, as well as the primary' 

amplitude and phase profiles measured over the host alone. The centre of the target was 

located 41 cm along the traverse (or 60 cm fiom the transmitter). The in-phase and 

quadrature components of the resultant and primary fields at each station were calculated 

first. Then the in-phase and quadrature components of the primary field were subtracted 

fiom the corresponding components of the resultant field. The difference, the secondary 

field due to the target, was filtered to remove the high frequency (in a spatial sense) noise 

from the data. The filter caused a slight shift in the lateral location of the target'. 

Fiawe 4-42 shows the in-phase and quadrature component profiles of the secondary field 

derived fiom Figures 4-4a and 4-4b. The in-phase and quadrature anomalies are defined 

as the vertical distance between the maximum and minimum peaks (See Figure 4-5). An 

automatic anomaly picking routine determined this vertical distance by subtracting the 

minimum value from the maximum value. A positive anomaly was defined as one for 

which the maximum occurred nearer to the transmitter than did the minimum (see, for 

example, Figure 4-8g). If the minimum was closer to the transmitter than the maximum, 

the anomaly was considered to be negative (see, for example, Figure 4-5). Prior to the 

vector subtraction, the primary and resultant field amplitudes were normalized with 

respect to the k t  point on the profile. By normaIizing in this way it was assumed that 

the secondary field due to the target was negligible at the first point of the survey. To test 

whether this was a reasonable assumption, synthetic data were used. 

3 The "primary" field due to the host alone is not to be corhsed with the free-space primary field used for 

normalization. The host-alone field is required so that the secondary fields fiom the target may be isolated. 

The lateral location of the target is interpreted to be directly below the inflection point on the secondary 

field profiles. 



The synthetic resultant field was calculated by adding the vertical component of the field 

due to a square ioop transmitter (the primary field) to the vertical component of the field 

due to a line current (an approximation to the secondary field). The line cunent 

represented the current that flowed in the upper part of the target along its strike lenagh. 

The result of processing the synthetic data with the same technique that was used to 
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Figure 4-4: Fixed-source data for the target 41 cm from the firsr sration (60 cm from the 

rransrnitter), at a depth D=1 cm, with transmitterfiequency f=2O kHz: a) resultant and 

primav amplitudes, b) resultant and primav phase data, c) complex components of the 

secondary field (the vector drfference of the resultant andprimaryfiel&). Note: the 

projiles were smoothed during processing. IXe smoothing caused a slight lateral shijt in 



the data, which was ignored because only vertical magnitudes were important in the 

present study. 

process the model data is shown on Figure 4-5. The processed secondary field matched 

the actual synthetic secondary well. The differences between the actual secondary field 

and the processed secondary field were most obvious in the in-phase component profile, 

with the largest differences being near the point that was used for the initial 

normalization. In the region of interest, however, the agreement was excellent, which 

indicates that the assumption had very little effect on the data. For this study the fixed- 

source anomaly was defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum 

values on the profile. The normalization with respect to the amplitude measured at the 

first station was necessary in order to remove the effects of the primary field. Finally the 

anomalies were expressed as a percentage of the normalized free-space primary field at 

the target location5. 

Figures 4-6 and 4-7 show the processed fixed-source model data for nine frequencies and 

5 depth values in fkee-space. Figure 4-6 shows the in-phase component profiles 

exhibiting typical line current behavior (for comparison, typical line current behavior is 

shown in Figwe 4-5). The automatic anomaly picking routine worked well in these 

instances. Figure 4-7 shows the quadrature component profiles. As the frequency 

increased, the well-defined maximum-minimum response became an asymmetrical 

response with an ill defined maximum and a sharp minimum (Figure 4-8a to 4-8e). This 

suggested a transition fkoom the response of a single line current to that of a pair of line 

The normalizations with respect to the fmt station amplitude were necessary for the conductive-host data 

set because the he-space primary field and the conductive host data could not be collected with the same 

voltage on the transmitter. This is because the conductive host absorbs the fields more effectively than air. 

The voltage necessary to obtain a clean signal over the conductive host is so high that free-space signals 

measured with the same transmitter voltage would saturate the pre-amplifier. 



currents of opposite polarity. Synthetic data for such a pair is shown on Figure 4-8. 

Moving fkom profile a) to profile f) demonstrates the effect of increasing the horizontal 

distance bemeen two line currents (locations marked with xs) of equal but opposite 

current magnitudes. The apparent rightward motion of the anomaly in Figure 4-8a - 4-8f 
occurred because only the right-hand current was moved to increase the separation. 

Profile g) is that of a single line cumnt. If the separation were increased enough, 6vo 

separate anomalies would become apparent. If the second line current has a magnitude 

less than the k t ,  the result is an asymmetrical response (Figure 4-9). Comparison of 

Figure 4-7a through 4-7e to the asymmetrical profile of Figure 4-9 suggests that this 

paired type of current distribution was causing the change of the form of the anomaly. 

No attempt was made to fit the measured data with these types of synthetic data6 

DuckWoRh (1972, 1988) has shown that this type of curve fitting is quite accurate in determining the 

location of a tabular conductor. 



4- Transmitter to rtK IeR 

Figure 4-5: Test of the normaliration on the processing routine. Normalizing to the first 

point on the profile c a m  dmiation from the m e  secondary field in the in-phase 

component near the first point, but excellent agreement throughout the range of interest. 

The quadrature component is unaffected. 
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Figure 4-6: Processed in-phase component of rhe ftced-source data showing gpical line 

current behavior. a) -i) represent data ar 400, 200, 100, 40, 20, 10, 4, 2, and I Wiz 

respecrively. 



Quadralre FuredSource Profiles 
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Figure 4-7: Processed quadrature component of the fixed-source data showing line 

current pair type behavior. a) -0 represent data at 400, 200, I 00. 40, 20, 10, 4, 2, and I 

FcHz respectively. 



Synthetic Data for Line Current Pa in  

4-1 Transmitter to the left 

Figure 4-8: Spthetic data for line current pairs of equal magnitude and opposite 

direction. Ihe right hand side line current was placed further to the right for each plor 

from a) through fi and the last profile, @, shows just the left hand side line current. The 

current locations are marked by xs. 
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Figure 4-91 Pair of line currents at the same depth. Lefi-hand side line current is in the 

opposite direction, and twice as strong as the right hand side line current causing an 

asymmetrical response. Line current locarions are indicated by xs. 

The automatic anomaly picking routine works by taking the difference between the local 

maximum and minimurn and assigns the anomaly a sign (positive or negative) based on 

the relative horizontal location of the two peaks. When the response changed fonn &om 

a double to single peaked function, the anomalies had to be picked manually. To do this, 

the lateral distance between the minimum and the zero crossing was determined (distance 

x in Figure 4-9). The maximum value was assumed to be located an equal lateral 

distance to the other side of the zero crossing (Figure 4-9). As shown on Figure 4-9, this 

manual method does not guarantee that the location of the maximum will be correct. It 



was only used to provide an estimation of the location of the maximum. The maximum 

value was difficult to determine even with this manual method because of the low signal 

to noise ratio of the data (Figure 4-7a - 4-76}. Fitting synthetic data to the observed data 

could be used to provide a more accurate determination of the maximum, but the low 

signal to noise ratio would mean that there would be a range of solutions which would fit 

the data. Each solution would have a different maximum value, and the errors would not 

be reduced enough to warrant this time consuming process. 



5 Results 

-4s discussed in Chapter 4, a target's anomaly is expressed in terms of an in-phase and a 

quadrature response. The in-phase and quadrature response pair is plotted as a point on 

an Argand complex space diagram where the in-phase axis is horizontal and the 

quadrature axis is vertical (Figure 5-1). The vector that represents the anomaly is drawn 

from the origin to the plotted point. The amplitude of the anomaly is the length of the 

vector, and the phase of the anomaly is the angle between the in-phase axis and the 

vector. 

For a specific target depth and transmitter frequency, the anomaly due to the target 

Iocated in a conductive host usually has a different amplitude and phase than the fiee- 

space anomaly for the same target depth and transmitter frequency because the host 

changes the strength, phase, and geometry of the secondary field radiated by the target. 

To discuss and compare the effects of a conducting host on each of the electromagnetic 

devices studied in this thesis, the amplitude enhancement ratio (AER) will have to be 

defined. The amplitude enhancement ratio (AER) is the ratio of the total amplitude of the 

conductive host anomaly (OC on Figure 5-1) to the total amplitude of the fiee-space 

anomaly (OF on Figure 5-1). This gives the factor by which the free-space amplitude 

must be multiplied to get the conductive host amplitude. An AER greater than one means 

that enhancements occurred due to current gathered from the conductive host. 

Attenuations are indicated by AERs less than one. In section 5-2 it was necessary to 

investigate the AERs of the in-phase and quadrature components of the response 

separately. For this purpose, the AER of the in-phase component is defined as rC/rF, and 

the PLER of the quadrature phase component is defhed as iC/iF. Unless othewise 

specified, 'AER' will refer to the total amplitude ratio OC/OF. 
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Figzcre 5-1: The in-phase and quadrature anomalies are plotted on the horizontal and 

vertical axis of an Argond diagram. By convention, the axes are both negative. This 

figure shows examples of two such anomalies, one for the target in free-space and one for 

the same target in the conductive host. n te  amplitude of the anomaly is the distancefiorn 

the origin to the plotted point (in-phase, quadrature), and the phase is the angle between 

the horizontal and the vector. 

It is important to note that even though moving- and fixed-source anomalies are 

expressed as a percentage of a &-space primary field, there is no basis for direct 

comparison of an anomaly measured by one device to an anomaly measured by the other 



device. This is because the free-space primary field used to normalize the moving-source 

data is the field that the receiver measures in the absence of the target and host at any 

location, while for the fixed-source data, the field that is used for the normalization is 

arbitrarily chosen. For this study, the fie-space primary field that was used to normalize 

the fixed-source data was the field that was measured on the surface at the target location. 

Four data sets were collected for this thesis, two for each device (moving- and fixed- 

source), one for each host (fiee-space and conductive). These data sets are presented on 

Argand diagrams (Figures 5-2, 5-45-7, and 5-8). These diagrams indicate the effect of 

increasing both the target depth and response parameter (the response parameter as 

defined below was varied by changing the transmitter fiequency) of the system. Lines of 

constant target depth are labeled with the dimensionless parameter go where g is the 

dimensionless ratio of depth to a significant length, L, and the subscript D indicates the 

depth of the top of the target below the surface of the host in centimeters. L is defined as 

the coil separation for the moving-source device (by convention), and the strike length of 

target for the fixed-source device (after Lajoie and West, 1976). 

Lines of constant response parameter are labeled a? where a=atpmL, (q t, and pare the 

conductivity, thickness, and magnetic permeability of the target, w is the angular 

frequency of the transmitter signal), and the subscript f is the fiequency of the transmitter 

signal in kilohertz. The subscripts D and f are only included to aid the comparison of the 

moving-source to the fixed-source data since ~ o v ~ n g - s o u ~ e ,  does not equal q ~ a ~ - s o u c c e ,  and 

g ~ f m ~ - s o u x e ,  does not equal g ~ ~ e d - s o u r c e )  even though the frequencyj; and the depth D, 

may be the same for both devices. Unless otherwise indicated, all the response 

parameters were calculated using the manufacturer's value for the conductivity of the 

graphite target. 



5.1 Moving-Source: Target in Free-Space 

Figure 5-2 shows the fkee-space moving-source data that were collected in the present 

study. For low response parameters the responses were mainly in the quadrature phase. 

As the response parameter increased, the response of the target became mainly in-phase 

(this is indicated by the clustering of responses near the in-phase axis on Fiawe 5-2). 

This behavior is consistent with that of the simple induction model discussed in Section 

2-3. The decrease in amplitude that caused the data to appear to curl under at the two 

highest response parameters ( e ~ o o ,  and aoo) was not consistent with thin conductor 

theory. It has not been determined whether this was caused by the target no longer 

behaving as a thin conductor, or by an error (or errors) in the Quick BASIC program that 

controls the modeling system (see Chapter 4.1). The skin depth of the graphite at 100, 

200, and 400 kHz is 6.34,4.48, and 3.17 mrn respectively and the graphite is 1.45 cm 

thick so it is reasonable to assume that the target will behave as a thick conductor at these 

high frequencies. 

To determine whether the modeling system was giving reasonable results, a comparison 

was made to earlier work by Nair et al. (1968). Figure 5-3 shows moving-source data 

f?om the present study, as well as data fiom Nair et al. (1968). The relative position of 

the arcs of constant depth to coil separation for each of the data sets is in agreement from 

a2 to a400. The agreement is evidenced by the fact that the depth to separation ratio 

increases as the distance &om the origin decreases for the combined data-set. For low 

response parameters (Nair I, al,  and Nair 2), there is little agreement as the results from 

the present study have larger amplitudes than the Nair et al. data, The radial lines of the 

data fiom the present study are labeled, as on Figure 5-2, by afi and the radial lines fiom 

Nair et al. are labeled Nair n, where the n indicates the order (from left to right) in which 

the radial lines occurred. The actual values of the response parameters are presented in 

column 2 of Table 5-1 in the order that they occurred. It is clear fiom column 2 that the 

response parameters of the two data sets are not consistent. Bold numbers in Table 5-1, 



column 2, indicate the response parameters fkorn the present study that are out of order 

when compared to the Nair et al. data. This indicates the difficulties of obtaining 

accurate values of the conductivity factor of the response parameter. The a, values in 

Argand Diagram of Moving-Source Oata for the Target in Free-Space 
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Figure 5-2: Argand diagram for the target in free-space surveyed by the moving-source 

device. nt e response parameter q increases along the arcs in a clockwise sense. nte  

depth to separation ratio increases towards the origin along rhe radial lines. As the 

response parameter increases, the responses had a smaller quadrature component and a 

larger in-phase component. 7he curling under for a-oo, and coo is not consistent with 

thin conductor theory. 



column 2 of Table 5-1 were calculated based on the manufacturer's value for the 

conductivity of the graphite target (6.3 x 1 0'' S/m, a,). Estimates of the conductivity of the 

target were made for the err to 40 data using the Nair et al. results. The average target 

conductivity (based on data f?om the six lowest frequencies) was found to be 1 . 5 4 ~  10' 

Results from the present study and Resub from Nair et al. (1 968) 
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Figure 5-31 Data fiom the present study and data fiom Nair et al. (1973). For to 

the arcs of constant depth to coil separation ratios are in relatively good agreement, 

increasing towards the origin for the corn bined data-set. The actual values of the 

response parameters are given in Table 5-1. Nair et al. S resulrs suggest the 

manufacturer 's value for the graphite conductiviy of the present study was too low. 



S/m (ab), resulting in the response parameters shown in Column 3 of Table 5-1. The bold 

values for 1,2,4, and 10 kHz show response parameters which are out of' order with 

respect to the Nair et al. Data. This indicates that this average conductivity was not a 

good estimate. The and conductivities that were included in the average were 

Table 5-1: Response Parameters from Figure 5-2 (a they appearfrom lefr to right) 

calculated using cr, the manufacturer f value for the conductivity of the graphite, a, the 

average value for the six lowest frequencies used in the present study estimated porn 

Nair 's data, and a, the average value for the four lowest frequencies used in the present 

study estimatedfiom Nair 's data. 

Response 1 s,tpoL 

. a;, 
Nair 5 

Italics indicate Nair et al. resulk. 
Bold indicates results fiom the present study that are out 
of  order with respect to Nair et al. 

ubtpaL 
ab=l.54x105 Parameter 
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Nair 1 
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difficult to estimate due to the lack of data between Nair 7 to Nair 8. If the conductivities 

estimated by using Nnir 7 and Nair 8 were not included the average conductivity became 

1 -02x lo5 S/m (a,) and the response parameters for this conductivity are shown in column 

4 of Table 5-1. It appeared that the lower average conductivity (1.02~ lo5 S/m) was 

more reasonable than the manufacturer's value of 6 . 3 ~  lo4 S/m. Without a direct 

measurement of the graphite's conductivity, it is not possible to say which response 

parameters, Nair I to Nair 8, or a, through ~ 0 0 ,  were more accurate. 

5.2 Moving-Source: Target in a Conducting Host 

Figure 5-4 shows both the fkee-space and the conductive host data on the same Argand 

diagram. Because the target, the transmitter frequencies, and the target depths were the 

same, the af and go values did not change with the introduction of the conductive host. It 

is important to remember that responses presented in Fi,oure 5-4 represent the response of 

the target alone. The background response of the host has been removed. Comparison of 

the two sets of data shows that the host had little effect on the data fiom a, to a?. The 

physics of the situation would suggest that any host with a finite conductivity should 

affect the response of the target, though, for low frequency and low host conductivity, the 

magnitude of the effect would be very small. The lack of any measurable effect on the 

low response parameter data may be explained if the effect was too small for the system 

to measure, or if experimental errors masked the host effects by causing errors of the 

same magnitude but opposite sense to that of the host responses. Though the same coils, 

target, target depths, and coil separations were used to obtain the conductive host data 

and the free-space data, some errors arose because the target and coils had to be moved 

between the fiee-space modeling apparatus and the conductive host apparatus. The 

difficulties in making accurate position and depth measurements for the target in the 

conductive host environment have been discussed previously in Section 3-3, and will not 

be repeated here. However it was unavoidable that the depth of the target and the height 



of the coils were slightly different for the target in each host. These differences are 

thought to be the cause of a repeated pattern seen on Figure 5-5 (maximum AER at 2 cm 

or 3 cm, minimum AER at 4 cm). These errors would have been minimized if the 

conductive host could have been introduced into the free-space system after the free- 

0 10 20 30 40 50 
In-Phase (% of Free-Space Primary Fie#) 

Figure 5-41 Moving-source Argand diagrams for the rarget in a pee-space and in a 

conductive host. AN the anomalies shown are due to the target. Prima7 and 

backgroundfields due to the host have been removed. The dz~erences shown are due ro 

changes in the induction and conduction currents in the target due to the dzfferent hosts. 

Ihe second dispersion that begins at was unerpected. 



space data had been collected. This wasn't practical because several thousand liters of 

brine were used to model the conductive host, so the target, transmitter, and receiver had 

to be moved between the two systems. Though no investigation into the effect of small 

changes in depth was performed, an estimate of the effect may be obtained by using a 

linear interpolation between the points on the radial lines of Figure 5 3 .  Error bars of i 

1% could easily be generated if the difference in the depth was actually +1 mrn from 

what it was supposed to be. It is possible that the depth discrepancies combined with coil 

height discrepancies could have caused a height difference of about 1-mm. 

Another possible source of error related to the repositioning of the model, and could have 

been caused by the orientation of the transmitter and receiver coils. A leveling device 

was used to orient the transmitter and receiver horizontally, but errors were inherent in 

this method since determining when the coil was level relied on centering the air bubble 

in the window of the leveling device. If the transmitter-target orientation had been 

slightly different for the fkee-space system than it was for the conductive host system, the 

induced fields would also have been different. Also, if the curvature of the resultant 

electromagnetic field lines at the receiver is strong, a tilted receiver will measure fields 

that are larger or smaller than the true vertical component that was desired. In summary, 

height discrepancies, coil positioning errors, background value errors, and the large skin 

depth of the host may have combined to cause the lack of host-related response at and 

below 4 kHz. 

From a10 to azo ,  the anomaly vectors for the target in the conductive host were rotated 

counterclockwise with respect to the corresponding anomaly' vectors for the target in 

fiee-space. At these response parameters faro and azo) there was little change in 

' For the same target at the same depth and with the same transmitter hqucncy, corresponding anomalies 

were generated by the change of the host material. 



=ornaly amplitude. From w to aim the counterclockwise phase rotations became larger 

and the anomalies due to the target in the conductive host had larger amplitudes than the 

corresponding anomalies for the target in fkee-space. 

The response parameter for a fiequency of 40 kHz (aa) marks the transition between the 

fint dispersion' (a1 to a d o )  and the second dispersion (m to u). Duckworth and 

Krebes (1997) measured a double dispersion with earlier physical modeling but the 

author is unaware of any other work that has shown a double dispersion. Duckworth and 

Krebes postulate that a double dispersion may occur if the target and host conductivities 

are such that the target response approaches its inductive Limit as fkequency increases 

before the host response has been able to move away from its resistive limit. That the 

host alone was responsibIe for the second dispersion was supported by the fact that the 

onset of the second dispersion occurred at the same frequency for different target 

 conductor^.^ 

Physical scale modeling results from Gaur and Verma (1973) showed the effects of 

varying the depth of the target and the conductivity of the host. Direct and quantitative 

comparisons can not be made between Gaur and Verma's work and the results of the 

present study because of the differences in the target response parameters, host response 

parameters, and transmitter-receiver heights. In addition, Gaur and Verma's 

measurements and definitions of the anomaly were very different than those used in the 

present study. In Gaur and Verma's study, the primary field over the host was removed 

before the target was surveyed, and the anomaly was expressed as a percentage of the 

A target's dispersion is the locus of the tip of the anomaly vector as the response parameter is varied. 

9 The second dispersion is only obvious because the target is present, and in this sense, it is not soIely 

dependent on the host material. 



field above the host. Even with these differences, there is good general agreement 

between the two sets of data. Gaur and Verma described the expected decrease in the 

target anomaly magnitude with depth in both a free-space and conducting host. They 

found that the anomaly magnitude decreased faster in the fiee-space environment than in 

the conductive host environment. Data from the present study support this observation. 

The bar graph of Figure 5-5 shows the relationship between the AERs and target depth 

and transmitter frequency (the horizontal line is at a ratio of one and indicates the fiee- 

space response). When enhancement occurs (for response parameters from a lo to am), 

the AER tends to increase slightly with depth. Since the height of each bar in Figure 5-5 

represents the ratio of the conductive host anomaly magnitude to the free-space host 

anomaly magitude, a slight increase of this ratio with depth would imply that the free- 

space anomaly magnitudes were decreasing faster with depth than the corresponding 

conductive host anomalies. For response parameters a1 through -0, the host did not 

significantly affect the amplitude of the response. Table 5-2 provides the measured 

-4ERs for the moving-source system that are shown in Figure 5-5. 

The increase in AER with depth may be explained physically by considering the 

geometry of the induced and gathered (conducted) currents in the target. Induced 

currents have the form of vortices while gathered currents tend to be more unidirectional. 

The field due to unidirectional currents tends to decay less rapidly than the field due to 

vortices because a vortex consists of circulating currents whose fields partiaIly cancel one 

another because the currents generating the fields are not unidirectional. The AER is a 

ratio of the conductive host response to the fiee-space response. The conductive host 

response is due to the contribution of induced currents and conduction currents, while the 

free-space response can only be due to induced currents. Thus, the free-space response 

can be expected to decay faster with depth than the conductive host response so the AER 

would be expected to increase with depth. 



Figure 5-6 is a reproduction of the in-phase and quadrature AERs for the horizontaI 

coplanar coil configuration fkom Gaur and Verma's paper. Gaur and V m a ' s  definition 

of AER is the same as given at the beginning of this section except that they calculated 

the AER for the in-phase and quadrature responses separately. Although in- phase and 

Moving-Source Enhancement Ratios versus Frequency and Depth 

slight increase in 
enhancement ~4th deptn 

Figure 5-5: Amplitude enhancement ratios for the moving-source device. The horizontal 

line indicates the free-space response at AER = I .  Enhancements and attenuations are 

not significant for response parameters of al through ao. There is a slight increase in 

AER with depth for aloe, through a m  indicating that the pee-space anomaly magnitudes 

decreased fater with depth than the conductive host magnitudes. 



quadrature AERs from the present study are also shown on Fiawe 5-6, quantitative 

comparisons may not be made between the two sets of data because Gaur and Verma 

used a different normalization, and considered different host and target response 

parameters, and different geometries. The electromagnetic and survey parameters of 

Gaur and Vema's study are provided along with the same data for the present study in 

Table 5-2: Measured AERs for the Moving-Source Device. 

the table on Figure 5-6. All the data on Figure 5-6 were collected at 100 kHz. Gaur and 

Vema describe the variation of the quadrature AER with depth as  oscillating. The 

overall appearance of the data indicates an increase in quadratwe AER with depth, 

though there are ranges of depths for which AER decreased with depth. The quadrature 

AERs of the present study showed either very little depth dependence for low response 

parameters, or a decrease in quadrature AER with depth for high response parameters. 

Coincidentally, the range of target depths used in the present study (indicated by the box 

on Figure 5-6) lie within the range of depths that show either a plateau, or a decrease in 

quadrature AER with depth. The character of the in-phase AER versus depth plots of the 

present data is similar to that of Gaur and Verma, as both tend to increase with depth 

when significant enhancement is present (i.e. if the in-phase AER is greater than one). 

Gaur and Verma did not report a second dispersion in their data. The fact that the total 



AER increases with depth while the quadrature AER decreases with depth is a 

consequence of  the vector nature of the anomaly. 

Results from Gaur and Verma. (1 973) and the Present Study 
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Figure 5-61 In-phase and quadrature amplitude enhancement ratios reproducedfiom 

Gaur and Vema (1 9 73), and results fiom the present study for the same frequency. 

Experimental dl fferences don 't allow for quantitative comparison (see the table on  the 

figure), but there is good qualitative agreement with regards to the change in the in- 

phase and quadrature component AERs with depth. 

Hanneson and West (1 984) used numerical modeling to calculate the response of a thin 

plate in a conducting half space. Their theoretical results did not predict a second 

dispersion, possibly because their program could not handle high conductivity contrasts 



between the host and target. Hanneson and West's numerical solutions were found to be 

unstable for ads*, where a, and ah were the response parameters of the target and 

host respectively. The adah ratio of the target and host used for ?he present study was 

much higher than 64, at 460. 

5.3 Fixed-Source: Target in Free-Space 

Fixed-source device responses are more complicated than moving-source responses 

because the primary field at the receiver varies along the traverse, and it must be removed 

fiom the data in order to obtain the secondaty field. In full scale field surveys, the 

primary field cannot be measured, so it must be calculated to remove it fiom the 

measured resultant field. The method used to remove the primary field will affect the size 

and shape of the secondary field profile. Physical scale modeling does allow direct 

measurement of the primary field so that a simple vector subtraction of the primary field 

fiom the resultant field can be used to extract the secondary field in this case (see Section 

4-2). Secondary field profiles obtained with the model system and processed in this way 

had predictable shapes (similar to those of iine currents) and had good signal to noise 

ratios. 

Aside from the variable primary field, several other factors can influence the response of 

the fixed-source system to a target in fkee-space. Bosschart (1964) grouped the factors 

into three categories: 1) factors that affected the geometry of the system with the 

frequency and electromagnetic parameters held constant; 2) factors that affected the 

response parameter of the target through variations in frequency, and electromagnetic 

parameters; and 3) factors related to the dimensions of the target, the transmitter, and to 

the location of the traverse with respect to the target. Category 1 factors change the 

shape of the anomaly, while category 2 and 3 factors alter the relative amplitudes of the 

complex components of the anomalies. Category 2 factors alter the amplitude relations in 

a way that is determined by the electromagnetic parameters alone, while category 3 



factors cause amplitude variations that could mislead an interpretation because they are 

not related to the electromagnetic parameters of the target. Due to the large number of 

variables, and limited modeling materials, there was no attempt made to reproduce 

published results in the present study. 

Lajoie and West (1976) used a numerical model to investigate the effect of a conductive 

host on Turaml'-type fixed-source devices. They began by investigating the response of 

a plate in the field of an alternating dipole source in free-space. In their model, they 

varied the response parameter of the plate and found that the induced currents were 

initially mainly in the quadrature phase, the currents then progressed to mainly in-phase 

as the response parameter increased. This effect was also observed in the present study 

as shown by Figure 5-7 even though the transmitter is now a large square loop- The 

irregular behavior from at0 to a d o o ,  and the lower amplitude of the 400 kHz data were not 

expected based on the indications provided by the simple induction model of Section 2.3. 

This unexpected behavior is likely due to the transition f?om thin to thick conductor 

behavior as discussed in Section 4.2. The values of the response parameters a1 through 

am are provided in Table 5-3. 

The lack of consistent thin conductor behavior means that Figure 5-7 will not be usefbl 

for general interpretations even if the transmitter and target system in question is 

expected to have a geometry similar to that used in the present study. The early onset of 

thick conductor behavior means that the free-space anomalies of Figure 5-7 are mainly 

10 The Turam device consists of a large transmitter, either a large rectangular loop or a grounded wire, and 

a pair of receivers which measure the differences in amplitude and phase of the resultant signal along a 

survey. The survey is usually at right angles to the near edge of  the transmitter. The Turam-type device 

discussed here differs from the proper Turam device in that only a single receiver is used to record the 

fields along the survey. 



controlled by the dimensions and electromagnetic parameters of the graphite target. 

Because of this, the anomaly index diagram presented in Figure 5-7 for the fixed-source 

device in fiee-space should not be used for interpretation of data, unless the full scale 

Argand Diagram for the Fored-Source Device: Target in Free-Space 

irregularities as secondary - 
field profiles change form 
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Figure 5-7: Argand diagram for the target in free-space surveyed by the fwd-source 

device. These responses are consistent with those of the simple induction model in that 

as the response parameter increased the response had a smaller quadrature componenr 

and a larger in-phose component. fie irregularities that occur from at0 lo a r o o  appear 

to indicate that the target has begun to respond as a thick conductor as described in 

Section 4-2. 



target-transmitter system have the same geometry and relative dimensions as those that 

were used in this model study. 

Table 5-31 Response parameters for the ftred-source target. 

5.4 Fixed-Source: Target in a Conducting Host 

Frequency m) 
1 

Figure 5-8 shows both the free-space and conducting host anomalies of the present study 

on the same Argand diagram. As with the moving-source data shown in Figure 5-4, the 

fixed-source data showed a double dispersion. The second dispersion of the fixed-source 

data began at a lower fiequency (4 lcHz (a4) rather than 40 kHz (ad0)) and the 

enhancements were much larger than for the moving-source device (compare Figure 5-8 

with Figure 5-4). 

Response Parameter, af 
7.105 

Lajoie and West (1976) used a numerical model to investigate the effect of a conducting 

host on a target's fixed-source response. In their investigations they kept the target 

response parameter constant and varied the host's response parameter through its 

conductivity. In the present study, the transmitter fiequency was used to vary the 

response parameters of the system while both the target and host conductivities were 
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fixed, with the result that both the target and the host response parameters were atfected. 

This difference limits comparisons with the work of Lajoie and West to the variation of 

the response versus depth. Their data reduction procedure, however, was identical to that 

used in the present study. Lajoie and West employed only a single increase in target 

depth in their numerical model. This showed that amplitude enhancements and phase 

Comparison of Fixed-Source Data for the Target in Free-Space and in a Conductive Host 
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Figure 5-8: Fixed-source Argand diagrams for the target in both a free-space and 

conductive host. All the anomalies shown are due to the target alone. The primary and 

backgroundfieZa3 due to the host have been removed. Ihe dzfferences shown are due to 

changes in the induction and conduction currents in the target due to the dzfferent hosts. 

me second dispersion that begins at 4 was unexpected. 



rotations increased with depth. Their conclusions to explain these results were that: 1) as 

depth is increased, the half space currents are greater; 2) the conduction currents are 

unidirectional, whereas the induction currents are vortices, so the amplitude of the 

conduction current decreases as the inverse of the distance from the currents rather than 

the inverse cube of the distance as for the vortex currents, and 3) as the distance to the 

surface was incxeased, there was more regionally induced current to gather because there 

was a greater volume of the host above the target &om which to channel current. A direct 

comparison of the enhancements fiom Lajoie and West's paper is not possible because 

the target conductances and host conductivities used did not correspond to those of the 

present study. 

The amplitude enhancements versus depth observed in this study are shown on Figure 5- 

9. Contrary to Lajoie and West's predictions (for which data were only presented for two 

models of different depth), the enhancements in Fi,we 5-9 tend to decrease with depth. 

This implies that the conductive host responses decreased faster with increased depth 

than the free-space responses. Table 5-4 contains the measured AERs for the fixed- 

source device. 

The decrease in AER with depth may be explained physically by considering the 

geometry of the induced and gathered currents in a manner similar to that used to explain 

the increase in AER with depth for the moving-source device. The currents induced 

directly into the conductor by the fixed-source are still assumed to have the form of 

vortices, and the gathered currents are still assumed to be unidirectional. To argue that 

the fixed-source AERs should decrease with depth, the conductive host response 

(numerator) must decrease with depth faster than the fkee-space response (denominator). 

This can be accomplished if there is sufficient attenuation of the primary and secondary 

fields due to the conductive host. This implies that attenuations due to the host are not as 

important to moving-source device responses as they are to fixed-source devices. This 

seems reasonable since the fixed-source primary field must travel further through the host 



than the moving-source primary field. This implies that the distance of the target from 

the transmitter would also affect the AER. 

Lajoie and West's results were for two models where the target was buried to two 

different depths. The depth to mike-length ratio was 0.1 for the shallow target, and 0.3 

for the deeper target. For the sake of comparison, the depth to strike-length ratios used in 

Fixed-Source Enhancement Ratios versus 
Frequency and Depth 
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Figure 5-9: Amplitude enhancement ratios for the fmed source doice. The horizontal 

line indicates the pee-space response at AER = I .  Enhancements were apparent for aN 

response pammeters. The decrease in AER with depth that was noticeable for high 

response parameter data indicates that the conductive host response decreases faster 

with depth than thefiee-space response. 



the present study were much smaller, in the range 0.023-0.056. Lajoie and West's 

transmitter was a rectangle with dimensions 1Lx2L, L being the strike length of the 

target. The transmitter was orimted so that the long edge was parallel to the strike of the 

target. The host conductivity was never greater than 5E-3 S/m, which means the 

resistivity was never less than 200 Qm. If the model of the present study was scaled by a 

factor of 1 : 1000, and a full scale frequency of 500 Hz is assumed (after Lajoie and West) 

Table 5-4: Measured AERs for the Fixed-Source Device 

the full-scale host conductivity would be between 2x lo-' S/rn and 8 S/m for 1 kHz and 

400 kHz respectively. Their target conductance was varied from 7 to I000 S (compared 

to 9 13 S for the present study). The lower conductivity of the host material used in the 

study by Lajoie and West may have reduced attenuations to a level where they did not 

cause a decrease in AER with depth as was measured in the present study with the target 

buried in a much more conductive host. 



6 Comparison of the Effect of a Conductive Host on Movine- and Fixed Source 

Devices 

The high conductivity contrast between the target and host caused the double dispersion 

seen on both the moving- and fixed-source anomaly index diagrams. Earlier studies by 

Duckworth and Krebes (1997) indicated that the magnitude and the fiequency of onset of 

the second dispersion was independent of the target. Because the second dispersion 

occurred at different frequencies for the moving- and fixed-source devices, it is believed 

that the size and shape of the transmitter may determine the character of the host 

response. This is not surprising because the fkee-space target responses for each device 

were also quite different. When the target was in free-space, the moving-source device 

data behaved as those fiom a thin conductor until the fiequency reached at least 100 kHz 

(indicated by the form of the Argand diagram). It could not be determined whether or not 

modeling system problems caused the deviation fkom thin conductor behavior (the 

'curling under' of the responses on Figure 5-1) above 100 W. Thick conductor 

behavior would be expected since the skin depth for graphite was much smaller than the 

thickness at these fkequencies, but emrs in the reference measurement could also affect 

the size of the anomaly. The form of the fixed-source anomalies began to change from 

thin to thick conductor at a fiequency as low as 20 kHz. Studies with different shaped 

transmitters of equal cross sectional area, or similarly shaped targets of different size may 

clarify whether the size or the shape of the transmitter is more important. 

Published results indicate that both devices should have AERs that increase with depth 

(Gaur and Verma, 1973; Lajoie and West, 1976). The results of the present study are in 

agreement with this for the moving-source device, but not for the fixed-source device. 

By considering the numerator and denominator of the AER it was found that the decrease 

in AER with depth for the fixed-source device could be explained if attenuations due to 



the conductive host were more important for the fixed-source device than for the moving- 

source device. This seemed reasonable because the fixed-source primary field has to 

travel farther through the host than the moving-source primary field does. Lajoie and 

West's results were obtained by numerical modeling of a target in a host that had a 

conductivity of 5x 10" S/m. The conductivity of the brine solution in the present study 

was 9.93 S/m. When this is converted to the full scale value using a linear scale factor or 

1 : 1000 and a full scale fkequency of 500 Hz (as Lajoie and West), the range of full scale 

host conductivities that this corresponds to is 2x10" S/m to 8 S/m for model frequencies 

1 and 400 kHz respectively. It is believed that the bigher conductivity host caused 

greater attenuation of the measured fields, which in turn, caused the fixed-source AERs 

to decrease, rather than increase, with depth. This implies that the behavior of the AERs 

may also depend on the distance of the target h m  the source for the fixed-source device. 

The large enhancement of the fixed-source data was due to the fact that the fixed-source 

transmitter was so much larger than the moving-source transmitter. The larger 

transmitter was capable of inducing currents in a larger volume of the host. Since the 

enhancement of the target response is related to the amount of conduction current that 

passes through the target, a larger volume of current carrying host surrounding the target 

will cause the enhancement to be stronger. It would be interesting to develop a numerical 

method that could handle conductivity contrasts similar to those of the present study to 

see if second dispersions develop. 



7 Conductive S ~ h e r e  in a D i ~ o l e  Field 

An attempt was made to model the response of a conductive sphere in free-space to a 

vertical-coaxial coil (horizontal dipole) moving-source configuration. The goal was to 

reproduce the results of Lodha and West (1976). Lodha and West used the theory that 

was developed by Wait (1953) as it was presented in Grant and West (1965) to calculate 

the profile that would have been observed on a traverse that passed directly over the 

centre of the sphere. Best and Shammas (1979) had reproduced Lodha and West's results 

and extended them to include the response for traverses that did not pass directly over the 

centre of the sphere. The goal of the present work was to write a program that could 

model the fiee-space sphere and then extend that program to model the sphere under a 

conductive overburden. This chapter describes the unsuccessfbl attempt of the author to 

reproduce the published resuits of Lodha and West, and Best and Shammas. 

7.1 Theory 

In spherical coordinates, an arbitrary dipole moment vector may be expressed as the sum 

of three orthogonal component vectors, one radial and two transverse. The following 

expressions (Grant and West, 1965) describe the secondary fields emitted by the sphere 

due to the presence of any of the component dipoles. 

Secondarv Field Com~onents Due to a Radial D i ~ o l e  

a2 

~j') = -m,e"z(~~ + i q )  a'"'' n(n + l)P, (cos 3) 
4~ n=l (no rt2 Equation 7-1 



J: aZn-l 

H$S' = -%ei"C (x,, + iyn) n c  (COS 9) 
4/7 .=, ("6 rTZ 

Secondarv Field Components Due to a Tranmerse Di~ole in the same axial olane as the 

receiver ( p - po = 0 ). 

02n+l 
H?) - m~ e 8- 2(x,,+iq)- .P. (COS 9) 

4~ .=I (no Y2 
Equation 7-2 

Secondarv Field Com~onents Due to a Transverse Di~ole Pemendicular to the axial 

plane q f the receiver ( e, - po = 1512 /. 

Equation 

The function (Xn+iY,J is called the response hction and is given by 



Equation 7-4 

The symbols are defined in Table 7-1. 

The field for an arbitrarily oriented dipole may be calculated by decomposing the 

arbitrary dipole into its three spherical components, calculating the secondary fields due 

to each of the component dipoles, and summing the corresponding fields. The field that 

would be measured by a vertical coaxial receiver is then determined by the sum of the 

parts of the component fields that pass perpendicularly through the receiver coil. 

7.2 Modeling a Vertical Coaxial EM System 

A vertical coil transmitter produces a horizontal dipole moment that can be decomposed 

vectorally into three components in the spherical coordinate system, one radial 

component, and two transverse components. In the case of geophysical surveys that pass 

over the centre of the sphere, the horizontal dipole moment vector has only a radial 

component and a transverse component in the plane of the survey Iine and centre of the 

sphere. 

The secondary fields generated by the radial and transverse components of the 

transmitting dipole moment, measured at r, are given by Equations 7-1 and 7-2 

respectively, where m,, and m g  are the radial and transverse components of the total 

dipole moment m. For the purposes of the program, the m has been set to one, because it 

will be eliminated during normalization. 

For the receiving coil, a vector sum of the secondary fields generated by the two 

component dipoles m,, and r n ~  is the total secondary field at the receiver location. 

Because a planar coil will only respond to fieIds that pass through the plane of the coil at 



Table 7-11 List of symbols used in this chapter. 

- -- -- I Distance from the point directly over the centre of the sphere to i 
I the point midway between the transmitter and the receiver 1 

! Symbol 
l a 
I Bn 
I 

I D 

1 
i 1 measured on the surface of the earth j 

Definition I 
Radius of spherical conductor centred on the origin 
Variables for unknown functions I 
Dmth to centre of =here I 

1 En I Variables for unknown functions 1 

First derivative of the modified Bessel fhction of the first kind 
evaluated at x 1 

1 f 
I I,+,,, (4 

Transmitter field frequency I 
Modified Bessel b c t i o n  of the first kind evaluated at x 

p: (cos 3) 

1 P 
mr 

m s  
P 

P. (cos 3) 
I Legendre polynomial of first degree and order n 

ia/rw 
Radial component of magnetic dipole I 

Theta component of magnetic dipole 
Stren.gth of the ma-gnetic pole 1 
Legendre polynomial of order n 

r 

I 

1 1 Angle measured fkom the z-axis 

Distance from ori,gin to receiver I 
Radial distance fkom the origin to the transmitter I 

- - -- - -- -- 

6 I Angle between the vector r and the horizontal 

o I Frequency of the oscillating field 1 

P 
P 

an oblique angle, each component of the secondary field must be reduced to the sum of 

two orthogonal vectors, one in the plane of the receiving coil, and one perpendicular to it. 

The vector sum of the perpendicular fields will be the signal measured by the receiver. 

The modeling code was written as MATLAB script files. 

Angle measured fkom the x-axis in the x-y plane 
Magnetic penneability of the sphere 
Ma-metic permeability of fiee-mace 



7.2.1 The Vertical Co& Modeling Code 

The vertical coaxial coil modeling routine (VERTICALCOAXIAL) plots, and returns the 

numericai values for the profiles that would be obtained fiom a vertical coaxial coil 

survey that passes over the centre of a conducting sphere. The program requires seven 

input parameters: the coil separation ( S O ,  meters), the radius of the sphere (a>O, meters), 

the sphere conductivity (a%, Siemendmeter), the depth to the sphere @>a, meters), a 

vector of sampling points (d, meters), an operating frequency V; Hertz), and ths order of 

the highest magnetic multipole to be considered (this is usually set to 20, though it was 

found that 10 would often prove adequate). The vector of sampling points is entered with 

reference to the point directly over the centre of the sphere, with negative distances to the 

left and positive distances to the right. The survey is conducted along a line passing 

directly above the centre of the sphere, though it is not necessary for the points to be 

regularly spaced, or that the survey must extend to the point directly over the sphere. The 

resulting profiles are normalized to the primary field measured at the receiver. 

Unless otherwise indicated, the author wrote all MATLAB functions. 

7.2.2 Structure of the Modeling Code 

VERTICALCOAXIAL takes the aforementioned input parameters are returns the vectors 

r, I-,, Q, a: m ,  and m s Each element of the vectors corresponds to a different sampling 

point; for example, if d=[-3 0 31, then the corresponding transmitter distances would be 

given by r= f r(d=-3) r(d=O) r(d=3)]. 

Once the survey geometry is calculated, the program calls the function FIELDS that 

calculates the secondary fields due to each of the components of the dipole. The ith term 

of the series for each of the sampling points is calculated simultaneously and stored in the 

ith row of a matrix. Once there are as many terms as requested (i-e. n tenns, where the 

highest order multipole is n), the sum of each column is calculated. Since the columns 



represent a constant d value, this amounts to calculating the summations in Equations 7-1 

and 7-2. Finally, the summations are multiplied by the appropriate coefficients to get the 

component fields. 

Each tern in the summation requires the value of the response fimction for a given 

rnultipole order. These complex numbers are calculated by a function called 

RFGEMRATOR, which stands for Response Function Generator. RFGENERATOR 

takes the s w e y  frequency, multipole order, sphere radius, conductivity, and magnetic 

permeability as input, and returns the appropriate response function value. The response 

function is calculated from Equation 7-4, which requires modified Bessel functions of the 

first kind and their first derivatives. MATLAB has a Bessel function generator, as well 

as a few differentiation routines, but these did not work well for the magnitudes of the 

parameters required. The RFBESSEL function was written to calculate both of the 

required Bessel Functions. The Bessel function is calculated fiom the standard series 

solution 

The first derivative of the Bessel hc t i on  above was calculated from the above 

expression to be 

This solution is acceptable for response parameters less than 1000. 

Also necessary for the field calculations are the Legendre polynomials, P,,(cos 9), and 

~,,*(cos 8. MATLAB has a built in LEGENDRE h c t i o n  that originally had a bug in it 

that would not allow it to work for Legendre polynomials of  degree 4 (for this program 



Legendre fbctions of every degree fiom 1 to 20 were necessary). This error was 

corrected in a later version of MATLAB. 

Once FIELDS returns the field vaIues to VERTICALCOAXIAL, horizontal components 

of the total radial and total transverse fields are calculated, and the fields are normalized 

with respect to the primary field measured at the receiving coil, 

where m= 1. 

VERTICALCOAXIAL then calls a plotting routine, VCPROFILE that plots the 

normalized response profile. 

7.2.3 Testing the Modeling Somare 

The profiles generated by the VERTICALCOAXIAL program were symmetric, and 

demonstrated scale invariance as expected. Comparisons to published results proved 

unsatisfactory. 

The solid lines on Figure 7- 1 a to 7- 1 f are the results fiom VERTICALCOAXIAL. The 

stars indicate the corresponding points fkom the published results fkom Lodha and West's 

Fi,oures 4% 4b, 4c, 5a, 5b and 5c (conesponding to Figures 7-la to 7-lf). The 

VERTICALCOAXIAL output only agreed with Figure 7-1 a. It was noted that the 

agreement would be better in Figures 7-ld to 7- 1 f if the VERTICALCOAXIAL results 

were decreased by a factor of x.  Since these fields had been normalized by dividing by 

1 
the primary field, - , it was thought that normalization by a factor of - would 

2 d 3  2s3 

provide a better fit for Figures 7-ld to 7-1 f, though this would ruin the agreement seen in 



1 Figure 7-la. The effect ofthe - 
2s: 

normalization is shown in Figure 7-2. The 

agreement for Figures 7-2d to 7-2f is good, though it seems that the profiles are slightly 
Figure 7-la Fgure 7-1 b 
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Figure 7-1: VenicalCoaxial data are shown with lines, published results fiom Lodho and 

West (1976) are shown as srars. Solid lines and sfars are in-phase responses and dashed 

Iines and stars are quadrature phase responses. The normalization factor used was 

1 
. Figure 7- I a shows good agreement, while Figures 7-ld to 7-1 f appear to be too 

2 d 3  

large by a facror of z See Table 7-2 for the georneny and response parameters of each 

figure. 
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Figure 7-2: VerticalCoaxial data are shown with lines, published results from Lodha and 

West (1976) are shown as stars. Solid lines and stars are in-phase responses and dashed 

lines and stars are quadrature phase responses. The normalization factor used was 

1 
. Figures 7-2d to 7-2f are in good agreement with the published results, though the 

7s: - 
VerricalCoaxial anomaly appears to be too thin. As expected, Figure 7-Ia is no longer in 

agreement with the published results. See Table 7-2 for the geometry and response 

parameters of each figure. 

thinner than the published results. Agreement between VERTICALCOAXIAL results 

and the published data was never very good for Figure 7- 1 b or 7- lc, or 7-2b or 7-2c. 



Table 7-2: Georneny relations and response parameters for the sub-figures in Figures 7- 

1, 7-2, and  7-3. 

figures, even though the publications indicated that the same program generated them all. 

Further attempts to debug the program lead to an investigation of the Legendre function. 

Two definitions of the Legendre function were found. The first, from the Schaums 

-Mathematical Handbook (Speigel, 1993) 

Sub-Figure of 
Figures 7-1, to Separation 

7-3 D/S 

! f 1 8 1 2-0 1 25 

the second, £kom MATLAB's Legendre function code 

Depth to 
Radius 

D/a 
1.2 
3.0 
3.0 

a 
b 

1 c 

4 1 

prim ( x )  = (- 1 y  (1 - x2 rA d" < ( x )  
akm 

0.5 
0.9 
2.1 

At this point it appeared that no single version of the program could reproduce all six 

The difference was a factor of -1 for the first order Legendre polynomial. When the first 

order Legendre h c t i o n  was 'corrected' by multiplication by -1, the result was a much 

better match for the last three figures (Figures 7-3d, 7-3e, and 7-3f), but there were large 

discrepancies for the hrst three figures (Figures 7-3% 7-3b, and 7-3c). 

4 I 100 I 1.75 

Response Radiusto ' 

i d I 7 

The author was unable to determine the cause of the discrepancies between the published 

results and the output fiom the VERTICALCOAXIAL programs. The MATLAB 

programs have been included in Appendix C. 

Parameter 

100 
30 

Separation 
a/S 
0.4 
0-3 1 

30 I 0.7 i 
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Figure 7-3: VerticalCoaxial data are shown with lines, published results from L o d h  and 

West (1 9 76) are shown as stars. Solid lines and stars are in-phase responses and dashed 

lines and stars are quadrature phase responses. m e  normalization factor used was 

1 
, and the ~ T 2 4 8  Legendrefitnction has been 'corrected' by multiplication of the 

2 d 3  

first order Legendre polynomials by - I .  The Legendre firncrion correction has improved 

the agreement between the published results and the VerticalCoaral ouput for Figures 

7-3d to 7-3f; but lessened the agreement of Figures 7-30 to 7-3c. See Table 7-2 for the 

geometv and response parameters of each figure. 
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Using Equations 2-5 to 2-7, the definition of the curl of a vector in rectangular 

coordinates, and the chain rule it will be shown that V, x V = pV, x V . 

The curl of a vector in the rectangular coordinates of the second system, denoted by a 

subscript 2 is 

Equations 2-5 to 2-7 provide the following differential relationships 

The chain rule applied to the first term on the right hand side of the curl equation 

becomes 

and it is noted that the unit vectors, by definition, are interchangeable. 

Applying the chain rule to the remaining terms of the curl equation, and factoring out the 

scale factorp shows that 

V2 x V = pV, x V ,  as required. 



dV dV The next identity to be derived is -;-- = q . This requires differentiating Equation 2-8 
at, ot, 

dV 
and applying the chain rule to - . 

at; 

Equation 2-8 provides the relationship q = - , so by the chain rule, 
atz 

= L =  q - as required. 
a &,at2 at, 



Appendix B 

When an object is scaled, its relative dimensions (e.g. width to height ratio) remain the 

same. Since the skin depth is aIso a length, then it follows that the ratio of a linear 

dimension to the skin depth must also be constant upon scaling. Mathematically this is 

expressed as 

where the subscript 1 or 2 denote the two systems, and the subscript k refers to the kth 

object in either system. 

Recall that the skin depth of a material with conductivity a, magnetic permeability p, in 

the presence of an electromagnetic field oscillating with an angular frequency w (and w 

is low enough that dispIacement currents are negligible) is given by 

so that the first equation becomes 

which simplifies to 

L2q,4 . ru tr  = k t Z n z * ~ P z r  

The last equation is identical to Equation 2-28, the scaling relationship. 



Vertical Coaxial 

% VerticalCoaxial. m Written by Tricia Nicho Is 28/03/9 7. 
% 
% [HR, HI] = VertrertrcalComal(S,d.D,a,cond,muJnm~; 
% 
% This program rerum the total real and total imaginary secondary 
% rnagneticjields measured by a vertical loop receiver. 
% 
% This program requires the operator to define a linear survey that passes 
% over the centre of the sphere. The input parameters are: 
% 
% S = coil separation in meters (can be very small, but not zero). 
% d =points to be sampled along a line that passes over the centre of the 
% sphere. d=O corresponds to the point directly above the sphere. 
% The spacing of the points need not be regular. 
% D = rhe vertical depth to the centre of the sphere in meters. 
% a = the radius of the sphere in meters. 
% cond = the conductivity of the sphere in (ohms *m) /'-I. 
% mu = the magnetic pemeability of the sphere in H/m. 
% f = thefiequency of the survey in Hz. 
% nmax = the highest excited multipole to be considered. 
% * ** 77ze following is to be added in the fihcre, as of ApriU97 onw' 
% dipole moments in the horizontal orientation are considered. * * * 
% MDD = magnetic dipole direction cosine, three componenr vecror of the fonn 
% MDD=[Cos(theta-x), Cos(Theta-y), Cos(Theta-z)], (z +ve upwar&) 
% Examples: Vertical Dipole => MDD =[O 0 I ]  
% Horizontal Dipole Parallel to survey => MDD=[O I 01 
% Horizontal Dipole Perpendicular to survey => MDD=[l 0 01 

finction [ H R , H .  = VerticalCoaxial(S,d, D,a, cond,mu,$nmux) 
% Geometry and survey information 
r=sqrt(DA2+(d+S/2). A2); %position of receiver 0 
mot =sqn(DA2 + (d-92). "t); %position of inducing dipole (in) 

I I This was never done. 



anego =acos(D./rnot); 
an,or=acos(D./r); 
theta =abs(angro-angr); % angle benveen r and mot 
alpha =pi-asin(D./mot); % angle between mot and the honiontal 

for k = I : length(d) 
Fa bs(dfi)) < = S/Z 

theta@) =angrom +angr@;%angle between r and mot (radians) 
end 
i fdm <= S.2 

alpha*) = asin(D/mot(k)); 
end 

end 

Mr =cos(alpha) ; % radial component of the transmitting dipole 
Mt =sin (alpha); % tranmerse component of the transmitting dipole 
%Mr =sin (alpha);Mt=cos(al'pha);note = 'Tris  Aug 6 /98' 

&iMp=I; % second transverse component of transmitting dipole 

x=cos (th eta) ; % parameter for the LEGENDRE function 
delta =alpha +theta; 

% Calculate the components of the secondalyf;elds generated by the component 
% dipoles. 

[Ru, Rr. Rp, Tlr,  Tl t, Tlp, TZr, T2t. Ttp] = 
Fiel&Mk, Mt, Mp, nmax,x, theta, a, cond, mu,Jr, mot); 

% Calculate the total field measured by a vertical receiver 
HRtot =(real(Rr+ TI r)). *cos(delta) +(real(Rt + TI 2)). *sin (delta); 
Hltot =(imag(Rr+ Tl r)) . *cos/delm) +(imag(Rt + TI t)). *sin (delta); 

% Normalize to primaryjkld at a distance Sfiom rhe receiver 
Hprim e =- I/(2 *pi *SA3);" 
HR =I00 *HRtot./Hpnine; 
HI= I00 *Hltot.Mprime; 

" Figure 7-2 was produced by removing the factor xfiorn Hprime. 



%plot the results 
VCProJile 

%WERE IS A PROBLEM WlH Tl t  BECAUSE IT'S ,?VAN-this occured because theta 
went 
%to zero when S=O, and cotan in the Field code went to in$nity- so S can 
%be very small, but NOT zero! March 28/97 

%firmtion [Rr, Rt, Rp, Tl r, Tl t, Tlp, T2r. T2t. TZp] = 
Fields(mr,mtl,mt2pnmax,x,theta,a,cond,mu,~r.rnot) 
% 
% ntisfinction calculates the radial and theta components of the secondary 
%fields produced by radial and theta magnetic dipoles. 
% 
% Rr, Rt, Rp = the radial, theta, andpsifields due to a radial dipole 
% Tlr, Tlt,  Tlp = the radial, theta and psifields due to a theta dipole 
% 
% Wi-itcen by Tn'cia Nichols 28 March 1997 
% 

function [Rr,Rt. Rp, Tl r. TI t, Tlp. n r ,  T22, TZp] = 
Fields(mr,mtl ,mt2,nmax,x,theta,a,cond,muJr,mot) 

RCoef=-rnr/(4 *pi); 
TtCoeff=mtl/(4 *pi); 
Tp Coef=-rnt2/(4 *pi); 
for n = I:nmax 

clear pn ; 
pn =legendre(~z,x); 

%pn (1, :)I3 
%clear tmp; 
%tmp =pn (2, :) 
%pn(2, :) =-tmp 

@=RFGeneratorfn,a, cond, mu,fl; 
HRrtemp(n, :) =@ *aA(2 *n +I )  *n *(n + I )  *pn(l, :)./(r. *mot). f2); 

13 This and the next three Iines were used to produce Figure 7-3. 



HRttemp(n,:)=rjh *aA(2*n+l) *n *(+I) *pn(t,:)./(r. *m0r).~(n+2); 
HTIrtemp(n,:)=@ *ay2*n+f/ *n *(+I) *pn(2.:)./(r. *mot).^(n+J); 
HTIttemp(n.:) =(+ *aA(2*n+I)./(r. *rnotj.^(n+2)). *... 

(nn2- *pn(l,:)-@/(nil)). *cot(theta). *el). *pnQ,:)); 
HTL?pternp(n. :) =(fi *aA(2 *n + r )  ./(k *mot). +2)). +. . . 

(n. *csc(theta). 9 n  (2, :)/(n t I)); 
end 

% r, theta, and psi components of the secondary$elds 

Tlr=sum/HTlrrempl. *TtCoeff: 
TI t=sum(HTlttemp). *(-I). *ItCoeftl- 
Tlp  =o; 

Leeendre MATLAB'S Code) 

function plm = legendreg amu, gas) 
%L EGENDRE Associated Legendre finction. 
% P = LEGENDRE(N.a computes the associated Legendre functions 
% of degree Nand order m = 0. I ,  ..., N, evaluatedfor each element 
% of X N must be a scalar integer less than 256 and X must contain 
% real values between -I c = X < = I .  
% 
% l f X  is a vector, P is an (N+I)-by-L manix, where L = length(-. 
% The P(m + 1, i) enny comesponds to the associated Legendre firnction 
% of degree Nand order rn evaluated at X(i). 
% 
% In general, the returned array has one more dimension than X 
% Each element P(m + I, ij,k, ...) contains the associated Legendre 
% function of degree N and order m evaluated at X(iJ, k,. ..). 
% 
% The associated Legendre finctions are defined as: 
% 



% P(n, m;-r) = (-I) /Zn * (I -xA2) A(m/2) * (d/dx)+n { P(n,x) 1, 
% 
% where P(n,x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree n. Note that 
% the first row of P is the Legendre polynomial evaluated at X 
% (the M == 0 case). 
% 
% SP = LEGENDRE(NA 'sch 3 computes the Schmidt semi-normalized 
% associated Legendre fincrions SP(n, m;x). These finctions are 
% related to the (un-normalized) associated Legendrefinetiom 
% P(n,m;x) by: 
% 
% SP(n,rn;x) = sqrt(2*(n-m)!/(n+m)!) * P(n,m;x) 
% 
% Examples: 
% I .  legendre(2, 0- 0-0.1: 0.2) returns the ma&: 
% 
% 1 x = o  x = 0.1 x = 0.2 
0% ---I-- 
% m = 0 1 -0.5000 -0.4850 -0.4400 
% m = I l  0 0.2985 0.58 79 
% m = 2 1 3.0000 2.9 700 2.8800 
% 
% 5.X=rand(2,4,5);N=2; 
% P = legendrema; 
% 
% so that size@') is 3 x 2 ~ 4 ~ 5  and 
% P(:, 1,2,3) is the same as legendrew,X(I, 2.3)). 

% acknowledge men^: 
% 
% This program is based on a Fortran program by Robert L. Parker, 
% Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Institute for Geophysics and 
% Planetary Physics, UCSD. Febmaiy 1993. 
% 
% M A  TUB version: D. L. Chen, 5/24/93, 1/20/95. 
% Copyright (c) I 984-98 by n e  Math Works, Inc. 
% $Revision: 5.13 $ $Date: 1997/11/21 23:45:43 $ 
% 
% Reference: 
% [I J M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun, "Handbook of Mathematical 
% Functions': Dover Publications, 1965, Ch. 8. 
% [2] J.  A. Jacobs, "Geomagneticnt ", Academic Press, 1 98 7, Ch. 4. 



Note on Algorithm: 

LEGENDRE uses a three-term backward recursion relationship in M. 
This recursion is on a version of the Schmidt semi-normalired 
Associated Legendre firnctions SPc(n, m;x), which are complex 
spherical harmonics. These firnctions are related to the standard 
Abramowztz & Sfegun functions P(n,m;x) by 

They are relafed to the Schmidt form given previously by: 

ifnargin < 3 
flag = 'unnorm '; 

end; 

% Check degree constraints 
Zmx = 256; % initialize Zmx 
if(prod(sizefl)) > I )  I (I >= lmx), 

error(sprintfcN must be a positive scalar < 0/6. : 2m.x)); 
elseiflc= 0 

plm = ones(size(amu)) ; 
return 

end 

% Convert amu to a row vector 
siz = sLze(amu); 
amu = amu(:)'; 

% Initialize parameters 
nmx=2 * I n ;  
% The following three are parameters porn Parker's Fortran code 
to1 = 0. I OOOOOOOI 686238353e-15; 
alogt = -0.3684136199951 I 7188e+O2; 
tstart = 0.999999993922.529029e-08; 

rootn =sqrt (0:nmx) ; 
s =sqn(l. 0 - amu- ̂2); 



% Calculate WOCOT, separating out the amu = - I ,  +l casesfirst 
twocot = amu; % initialize dimensions of TWOCOT 

kk =find(amu == - l j ;  
if-isempv(kk) 

n v o c o t o  = rnfi 
end; 

kk =j?nd(amu == I); 
if-isempty(k.4) 

twocot(kk) = -In$- 
end; 

kk =pnd(s-=O); 
zy -isempty(kk) 

rwocot(kk) = -2.0*amu(kk)./sFk); 
end; 

% Small sine: prevent undeflow By staning at m =m I - I  <[ 

% First, replace s-copy = 0 with s-copy = NaN to avoid l o g 0  error messages. 
% This is okay since we want nonzero s anyway. 
scopy = s; 
kk =j%d(s == 0); 
scopy@) = NaN; 
ind = find(l*log(scopy) < alogt); 

if -isempty(ind) 
% Approx solution of x *in (x) =y 

v = 9.2-aZogt./(l *s(ind)); 
w = I .dog(v); 
rnl=I+l*s(ind). *v. *w.*(1.0058+ w. *(3.819 - w*It.I73j); 
ml =rnin(l+l,floor(ml)); 

% column-by-column recursion 
for k = I :  length(m1) 

mml = ml&); 
col = indm; 
tlm(mmI:l+ 1,col) = zeros(size(mmI:l+I)) '; 



% Start recursion with proper sign 
tlrn(mm 1. coo = sign(rem (mm 1.2)-0.5) *tstart; 
if amu(coZ) < 0, tlm(mml, coo =sign(rern(I+ 1.2)-0.5) *rst~rt; end; 

% Recur fiom m l  to m=O. carrying normalizing 
sumsq =to[; 
for m= mml-2:-110, 

tlm (m + l .col) =((m + I) *~wocot(col) *tlm (m +2, coo- .. . 
rootnfl+m +3) *rootn-m) * tZm(m +3,col))/ ... 
(rootn(l+m+2) *roont(l-m+I)); 
sumsq=tlm(m +I, c0Z)~2 + sumsq; 

end; 
scaIe=1. O/sqn(2 *sums9 - rIm(1 , coo A2); 
tlm(l:mml+l,col)=scale*tlrn(~:mm I + l.col); 

end % FOR loop 

end % smaN sine IF loop 

% Zero out the columns that have been calculated above, saving S 
tmps = s(ind); 
s(ind) = zeros(size(ind)); 
nind =find(s); 

% Regular recursion fiom m=l to 0 
$-isernpty(nind) 

% Produce normalizatiorr constant 
c=l.O; 
tWol=t. 0*z; 
for x= 2.0: 2: two2 

c=c - dx;  
end; 

tim(l+l,nind) = sqrt(c) *(-s(nind)). 
tlrn 0, nind) = tlm (I+ 1. nind). *twocot(nind). *I./sqrt(h~oI); 

% Recur downwards to m=O 
for m = 1-2: -1: 0, 

tlm(m + 1, nind) =((in +1) *twocot(nind). *tlm(m +2,nind) ... 
- rootn(l+m+3) *roont(l-m). * ... 
tlm (m +3, nind))/(rotn(l+m +2) *rootn(l-m +I)); 



end; 

end % IF loop 

% Calculate the Schmidt sem i-normalized finctions 
s(ind) = tmps; % resore s 
plm (1 :I, :) =tZ??l(1 :I, :); 
pZmfl+I,:j =tlm(l+i,:); 

% Polar argument (mu=+-I) 
SO =find(s == 0); 
if-isempty(s0) 

plm ( I  .so) =amu(sO). ̂ r; 
end 

ifstrcmp(ijlag, 3ch ') 
% Calculate the standard Schmidr semi-normalized functions fiom these 
%functions. For m = 1, ..., 2, multiply by (-I)% *sqn(2) 
row1 =plm(l,:); 
plm = sqrt(2) *plm; 
plm(I, :) = rowl: % restore first row 
constl = I; 
for r = 2: 1+1; 

const I = -const I; 
plm (r, :) = const i *plm (r, :) ; 

end; 

else 
% Calculate the standard AdiSficnctions (Le.. unnomlized case)from 
% these funcrions by multiplying each row by: ((-I)%) *sqrt(fl+m)!/(Z-m) 3 
const1 = I ;  
for r = 2: 1+1 
m = r-1; 

% Find const for row r 
consr = exp(0.5 * (surn(log(2:l+m)) - sun (log(2:l-m)) ) ); 

~ l m  (r. :) = C O ~ S ~  *plm (r, 1); 
end; 

end; 



% Pack into output array 
zylength(siz) == 2 & min(sx2) == I 

plm = reshape(pZm,Z+l,max(siz)); % Row or column vector case 
else 

plnz = reshape(plm,[l+1 sizl); 
end 

%firnetion [fl = RFGenerator(n, a, cond,mu,# 
% 
% This firnction computes the response function for the nth order multipole in a 
% sphere of radius 'a' m, conductivity 'cond' (ohm *m)"l, magnetic pemeabiliry 
% 'mu' H/m, and surveyfiequency jf Hr. 
% 
% The Besselfirnctions and their derivatives are cahlcrted with RFBessel which 
% uses a series solution approach. This method provides accurate response 
%function values up to a response parameter of 1000. 
% 
% Written By Tricia Nichols 
% 12 March 1997 
% 

function [fl = RFGenerutor(n,a, cond, mu$ 

rnunot=4 *pi*IP(- 7); %magnetic permeability ofpee-space 
omega=t * p i 7  %vector of angular_fiequencies 
ka =sqrt(i *cond *mu *omega) *a; 
rp =abs@. ^2j; %response parameter vector 



% 
% RFBersel calculates the n ?h order bessel function of a vector 
% of numbers x, and stores the remlts in a vector, bess. The 
%first derivative is also calculated and stored in a vector, besprim. 
% 
%Note: - n must be a positive integer. 
% - the series solution is calculated with 30 of terms. 
96 
% Written By Tficia Nichols 
% Febnrary 1997 
% 
function (bess. basprim/ = RFBessel(n,x) 

for k=0:30-I 
rempl(k+l,:) =((x/2)."(n+2 *k))/(garnma(k+l) *garnma(k+I +ni); 
temp2(k+l,:) =((n+2*k) * ( ~ / 2 / . ~ ( n + 2  *k-1))/(2*gamma(k-I) *gamma(k+l in)); 

end 

for k=l :length (x) 
bess(k) =sum (temp I(:, k)); 
bessprim @) =sum (tempZ(:, k)) ; 

erzd 

%This program plots the vertical coplanar profiles porn the calculated 
%fields of VerticalCoarial. m 
%Note the flelds have been plotted such that they are POSIWE values! 
%Only the component of the field that is perpendicular to the verrzcal coil 
%receiver will contribute to the field measured there. 

figure 
plot(d. IS, -HR) ; 
hold 
plot(d./S, --HI, ': 9; 
ZegendrReal ', 'Imaginary l )  
title 'Normalized Vertical Coarial Profile 4 a  Conductive Sphere' 
grid; ylabel 'Percent' 
xlabel 'Distance in Coil Separations' 




